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For urcfo us a child is born, unto us a son is 'given, and the government shall be
upon his shoulder; and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The
mighty God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace. Isa. 9:6.
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Lord

shall give
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QHjristmas f rag'rr
BY J. H. J O W E T T , D. D.

a sign: Behold, a virgin
shall

conceive,

and

bear a son, and

shall

call his name
uel.

Imman-

Isa. 7:14:

GOD, the r a t h e r of all men, in Whose grace all
our light is torn, and in Whose love is the fountain of our festivity, mercifully lead me into the
holy secret of Christmastide, and take me into the
innermost room of its holy joy. Forbid that I should
remain in the outer courts, dwelling amid its merely
carnal pleasures, satisfied with the merriment t h a t
dies with the day, and contented with the happiness
that passes with tile fading flower and the withering
leaf. Bring me into the eternal things of this Messed
season, the things that abide, the love t h a t manifests
itself in unfailing good will, and the joy that rings
Christmas hells all the year round, l e t me draw
water out of the wells of salvation, and let the joy
of the Lord be my. strength.

Listen,

O

me; and

isles,

unto

hearken,

ye

people, from far;

The

LORD

hath called me

from

the womb;

the

bowels

of

from
my

mother

hath he

made

mention

of my

name.

Isa. 49:1.

*

(Eraciously give unt<> me the joy of perfect recon^^ ciliation with Thy will. May every disorderly
power in my soul he subdued to willing obedience.
Create in me the music of harmonious fellowship so
that all my powers may he as a united orchestra to
praise and bless Thy holy name.

s-

The Spirit of the Lord
GOD is upon me: because the LORD hath
anointed me to preach
good tidings unto the
meek: he hath sent me
to bind up the brokenhearted,
to
proclaim
liberty to the captives,
and the opening of the
prison to them
that
are bound. Isa. 61:1.

A n d mercifully give unto me the joy of spiritual
CV liberty. Let Thy statutes become my songs.
Take the reluctance out of my service and the frown
out of my obedience. Let me not be in Thy house
in the spirit of a bond-slave, but rather in the spirit
of a son, finding spring's of comfort in Thy presence,
and esteeming Thy desire as my delight.
flft
God, give unto me the holy joy of human symw
pathy. Recreate the chords that have become insensitive to my brother's joys and griefs. If the
harp is broken graciously remake it out of the fullness of Thy love. Save me from the death of selfishness. When Christmastime is over suffer me not
to die again into moral benumbment, untroubled by
my brother's sighs and uncheered by my brother's
songs. Unite me to my fellow with tender kinship,
and let me be partaker of his triumphs and defeats.
sv nd graciously impart unto me the joy of a glorcf» ious hope. Let my horizon shine with most alluring light. May the Christmas star always go
before me, leading me to ever-deepening revelations
of the Lord, and giving me fresh surprises of Heavenly grace and love.
indie Thou the Christmas fire of holy love.

Light
will.
Thy
presence, and crown it with unsullied joy and peace.
Amen.

the lamps of Christmas geniality and good
P
Hallow and glorify my Lord's birthday with

•
•-

Therefore thus
saith
the Lord GOD,
Behold, I lay in Zion for
a foundation a stone,
a tried stone, a precious corner stone, a
sure
foundation: he
that believeth
shall
not make haste.
Isa. 28:16.
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A SUPPOSED CONVERSATION
By Helen Bowers
j N E day Sr. Smith dropped in to see
Sr. Jones and during the course of
their visit they had a conversation something like this:
"Sr. Smith, you are a subscriber and
reader of the Evangelical Visitor, are you
not?" ,
"Yes. W h y ? "
"Did you ever stop to think where it
comes from?"
" W h y , the E. V. Publishing House, of
course."
"Since you knew it comes from the
Publishing House, you knew also that they
sell books there? O, yes, you received a
new catalogue not long ago because one
was sent to each subscriber. But did
you look at it?"
"O, not so much. I was not especially
interested."
"I'm afraid, Sr. Smith, that you have
missed some things by not carefully looking through the catalogue."
"Just why do you say that?"
"Because there are some wonderful
books which can be purchased direct from
our own Publishing House. And I just
want to tell you about a book which I
got from there not long ago. I think it
is a wonderful little book."
"Well, what is the title of this wonderful
book?"
"It is 'Praying Hyde' and I am so glad
that I have it. I just gave it to Sr. H. to
read because I Know she is interested in
revivals. Say, are you really interested in
having revivals?"
"Yes, I am."
"Then this book will be a real help to
you because it has been to me. It tells
about some wonderful revivals in India
which the Lord sent in answer to prayer
and largely thru this man called 'Praying
Hyde. He was a man who really lived
on prayer, often fasting and praying for
days and nights at a time. He really wore
himself out praying for souls."
"I can't see why that is necessary."
"You read this book and you will see
why. And it gives some of the most precious secrets of a holy life, of answered
prayer, and of a life of sweet communion
and fellowship with the Lord. Let me give
you a few of them: ' W e must be crucified
with Christ. It is ,sel[ in some shape that
comes between us and Him so self must
be crucified, dead, and buried with Christ.'
If these three steps downwards are taken
as to the old man, then the new man will
be revived, raised, and seated — the corresponding steps upward which God permits us to take. Then indeed Christ is
lifted up in our lives, and He cannot fail
to attract souls to Himself. All this is the
result of a close union and communion,

that is 'fellowship' with Him in His sufferings."
"Doesn't that sound good?"
"Yes, it does. Give me a little more."
"Again he says: ' W e need to be still
before Him, so as to hear His voice and
allow Him to pray in us—nay, allow Him
to pour into our souls His overflowing life
of intercession which means literally: Face
to face meeting with God—real union and
communion.'
And it says that the burden
of John Hyde's prayers was: 'Father, give
me these souls, or I die'!"

VOLUME FORTY-THREE, NUMBER TWENTY-FIVE
This issue of the Evangelical Visitor completes oar forty-third volume and twentyfifth number for the year, 1930. The next
number of the paper will he issued Monday,
January sth.
"We wish to thank all of our subscribers for
their patronage during 1 the past year and especially wish to express our appreciation to
those who have enabled us to increase our
circulation and send the paper into new homes.
We wish to express our most sincere appreciation to those who have written and submitted articles for publication during the past
year. "We have received many letters of appreciation for the paper and we feel that a
great measure of whatever good has been accomplished has been made possible by the
contributions of our readers. "We would not;
however, have you think t h a t all has been
sunshine. There are those who seem very
hard to satisfy and who have freely criticised.
We have, however, learned to accept this in
the same spirit t h a t we accept commendation
and it is always our hope and prayer that the
adverse winds which may blow from any
quarter may strengthen our faith and increase
our courage and determination to redouble our
efforts.
It was our sincere hope t h a t we would be
able by J a n u a r y 1st to add a t least one thousand names to the Visitor list but up to this
time the response has fallen far below our expectations and we are constrained to believe
t h a t the cause for this is perhaps more largely
due to present financial conditions t h a n to a
lack of interest on the part of our Brotherhood. We may, however, be much mistaken
in our idea of things and are surely not trying to manufacture an excuse for those who
were able and yet were not interested.—S.

"And tell me, Sr. Jones, what was the
result of all these prayers?"
"Results? Oh, they were wonderful.
Four souls every day and eight hundred
souls in a year led to the Lord through
John Hyde. Isn't that wonderful?"
"Yes, it surely is. W e don't hear of
those things now-a-days."
" N o , but God is still the same. If a few
souls would pay the price that 'Praying
Hyde' paid and would live a life of prayer
as he did, the same results could be seen
to-day. W h y that was only twenty years
ago. Really, when I was reading the other
day about him and his life of prayer I just
had to go and pray and ask the Lord to
use me, too. But it means a life of definite
consecration and complete abandonment to

God's will, a life of obedience' and purity.
That book surely does inspire a person.
And oh, it says that if John Hyde did not
see the four souls a day getting saved he
would go and ask the Lord why. 'He invariably found that it was—oh, no, I
won't tell you that. I'll let you wait until
you read it for yourself. Maybe you will
get it better that way. It is a wonderful
secret of the victorious, soul-winning life."
"I am going to have a book too, Sr.
Jones. I want to find out what that is and
also read the whole thing. And did you
say that it can be purchased at the E. V.
Publishing House?"
"Yes, Sr. Smith, and it is only twentyfive cents a copy—a small sum to pay for
a valuable book. Especially so when you
think that it is. dealing with eternal things."
"True, and we often pay more for things
that do not have eternal value."
"Yes, and there is so much more in the
book. I just wanted to give you enough
to make you hungry to read the book."
"You have accomplished that all right."
"And another thing, Sr. Smith, that is
only one of the good books sold by the
E. V. Publishing House. There are so
many which are of great value to the earnest Christian. For instance, 'Deeper Experiences of Famous Christians,' 'Samuel
Morris,' A n n of Ava,' 'The Christian's
Secret of a Happy Life,' 'Touching Incidents and Remarkable Answers to Prayer,'
and hundreds of others."
"Well, Sr. Jones, I must go. I am glad
I was here this afternoon. I have a new
desire for spiritual things. Furthermore, I
am going to look carefully over my E. V.
Publishing House catalogue and find out
what can be purchased there. And I am
surely going to have a copy of 'Praying

Hyde.'
"I am glad, Sr. Smith, that the Lord is
speaking to you. Yes, you will never regret the twenty-five cents you pay for
'Praying Hyde' and listen, may I make a
suggestion before you go?"
"Surely you may."
"It is just this: since you are sending
away, why not add some to it and get several books to give to others and give them
the blessing of its pages? That is what I
expect to do. Don't you think, too, that
they would make nice Christmas presents?
Also I see in that a new way of doing a
little missionary work."
"Thank you, Sr. Jones. I like your idea
and think I will put it in practice. Goodbye."
"Good-bye, Sr. Smith."
Then as Sr. Jones returns to her work
she sends this prayer heavenward " O Lord,
I thank Thee for the privilege of speaking
a few words for Thee. Do, Lord, lead
her out into greater liberty, keep speaking to her heart and truly make her a blessing to others."
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"How beautiful are the feet of them that preach the gospel of peace,
and bring glad tidings of good things!"
13
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mother and Joseph, even as the angels had
said unto them.

mult

10

Number 25
to-day and thank God that it is even so:
thus none may despair. N o matter how
humble our birth nor how great our poverty, the Saviour will enrich our lives and
make us a blessing to mankind if w e only
let Him have His way in our hearts.—S.

How marvelously strange is the outworking of God's plans. For many, many
"GLORY TO GOD I N T H E HIGH- centuries the Jewish race had looked forward to the time when God should bring
^
^ J£. J&. ^M.
EST, A N D ON EARTH PEACE,
Tfe,
^s.
Tft*. TOs ^6K
deliverance unto His people, but few if
GOOD W I L L T O W A R D M E N "
WHAT WE BELIEVE
any, were prepared to expect the Deliverer
to come as an outcast and stranger. H o w
different are the ways of God! The world
¥ N T H I S Christmas issue and in this
O S T Christmas days are full of sur- in its wisdom could only have conceived
holy season it is opportune for us t o
prises. T h e old, old custom of givrestate our belief in the virgin birth of Jeing gifts has carried with it an eagerness
sus Christ who was born in the city of
on the part of both parents and children
Bethlehem on that first Christmas morning
to keep from each other any knowledge of
and to give our readers a few of the parthe actual shape in which their love is to
ticular and peculiar things concerning Him
be expressed on that day! W i t h what
that have been gleaned by men of God
(Ebe
libiiors
eager anticipation every one crowds
through years of fellowship with Him.
around as parcels and packages are openW e believe the record as given in Luke's
ed and what glad surprises are experiJHanagemeni ano J&taff
Gospel that Mary, the espoused wife of
enced!
Joseph, was over-shadowed by the power
N o one could ever have imagined what
3| nm in Wishing
of the Highest and that Jesus Christ was
a wonderful surprise was experienced by
divinely conceived by the Holy Spirit. N o t
the shepherds on that first Christmas day
that He was born in any different manner
jfc&erg M e m b e r
when out from the galleries of heaven an
than any other child (His birth was noranthem broke forth, and the skies remal) but that His divine conception was
sounded with celestial praise. "And sudof the
something unknown and unique in history
denly there was with the angel a multiapart from the birth of Jesus the Christ.
tude of the heavenly host praising God,
This Jesus of Bethlehem had no human
Snangeltcal V i s i t o r Jfaimly
and saying. Glory to God in the highest,
father; He is not the son of any man but
and on earth peace, good will to men."
is the Son of Gocf. His coming was pre(Ehe p e a r l i e s t of
As a heavenly choir sang this wonderful
ceded by four hundred and fifty-six prophanthem to this little audience of eastern
ecies descriptive of His conception, His
shepherds, is it any wonder that they
(fbrtstmas (Srcettttgs
birth and life's work.
were alarmed and anxiety filled their hearts
Whenever there is a birth a new peras t o the meaning of this strange visitasonality is thrust upon the stage of life
tion! W h a t a surprise it must have been
and another bundle of hope and expectas the angel told them the meaning of this
ancy is thrust upon human society. W h e n
heavenly communication and the anJesus Christ came to Bethlehem there was
nouncement was broadcast from the very
no new personality, no new life. H E W A S
of
a
Deliverer
coming
at
the
head
of
a
heavens that to all mankind had come the
P R E - E X I S T E N T . H e w a s with the
large army or in command of legions of
Saviour of the human race.
angels, but God chose a way for the Sav- father from the beginning; H e was only
taking up His divine mission on earth.
This, however, was not the end of their iour which brought Him in contact with
surprises and how much greater must have the humblest walks of life, showing us True, H e came as a bundle of weakness
been the surprise when they were told that that God in Christ does and will adapt with human limitations, weak and helpless,
even now they could go into the city and himself to any circumstances in life in but hidden in that life was the power of
see the Infant, Jesus; but they would find order to bring into men's hearts a knowl- God unto salvation. W h e n H e was born
a star came from the meadows of heaven,
the Babe not amid the palaces of the city, edge of saving grace.
wise men came from the East and shepbut in a stable wrapped in swaddling cloth,
lying in a manger. W e do not believe
It is not in the gilded palaces and in herds came from the hillsides to see the
their surprises lessened as they went their the broad white ways nor in the great edi- N e w Born King.
way and found this holy Child with His fices we sure apt to find the Christ-child
(Continued on page 8.)
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December 22, 1930

Thou Shalt Call His Name Jesus"

F M A T precious Name of Jesus is, together with Him from whom it is inseparable, "far above all principality, and
authority, and lordship, and every Name
that is named, not only in this age, but in
that which is to come," Eph. 1:21, (Newberry.) Yes, even as the heavens are
higher than the earth, so is that Name
higher than every other name.
Though that name "Jesus" was made to
adorn the criminal's stake upon which He
died, and was the Name of His shame and
humiliation, the N A M E was not on that
account degraded, neither has it been superceded. As with the blessed person of
our Lord, so with this Name it is true—
"Wherefore hath God highly exalted Him,
and given Him the Name which is above
every name, that in the name of Jesus
every knee shall bow," Phil. 2:9,10.
The fear and hatred with which the
name Jesus is regarded in hell is evidenced
by the 'strict order' and threatenings with
which the Jews confronted the disciples,
the flogging and imprisonment inflicted upon them, all with the one aim of suppressing any mention of it. "They ordered
them not to teach or speak a single sentence about the name of Jesus," Acts 4:18,
(Moffat), also chapter 5:22 and 40.
The enemy is ever at work to belittle
the name of Jesus, and to empty it of its
divine content, where he is not successful
in consigning it to oblivion. On the one
hand his activities are manifest among
those who would take from Him all supernatural power, and reduce him to the level
of a man only, with whom the name of Jesus represents little else but the Man of
Galilee. On the other hand, among those
who love Him, sincere believers in His
deity, are those who would almost make
us believe that the name of Jesus has no
worth in itself, and that unless some one
of His titles is used with this name His
sacred person is dishonored. One such
writer goes so far as to say that the Lord's
people in calling him simply Jesus, in doing
so "are following the example of demons,
or of His enemies, who irreverently called
him 'Jesus'."
Surely those who take this latter view
ignore that which is expressed by the name
Jesus; that Jesus is the Greek form of the
Hebrew word Jehoshuah; that that word
is composed of two Hebrew words, Yahowah, and Yasha; Yahowah, or Jehovah,
meaning the self-existent one, the eternal,
"He who was, and is, and is to come," and
Yasha meaning Saviour, Deliverer. So
that what we express as we utter the word
Jesus is this,—The Eternal God is Saviour.
N o title can add to the dignity, the grandeur, the glory of that peerless Name,
though thereby its worth may be set forth.
Even the words 'Lord' and 'Christ' do not
exalt that Name, rather are they like the
beams of the sun which radiate from it.

Matt. 1:21.
which, when examined, disclose something
of the nature of that orb from which they
proceed. Thus both the Lordship of Jesus, and the fact of his anointing expressed in the title 'Christ,' proceed forth
from th eternal nature of God, whose name
Jehovah is enshrined within that sacred
name of Jesus. Is he Lord, and doth he
sit as king? It is because "Jehovah saith
unto my Lord, sit thou at my right hand,"
Psa. 110:1. Is he the anointed One, the
Christ? Then it is because "Jehovah hath
anointed me," and the Spirit of Adonai
(Sovereign) Jehovah is upon Him, Isa.
61:1. Thus "God hath made Him, that
same Jesus . . . both Lord and Christ,"
Acts 2:36.
In his self-emptying and his passion in
the cross the emphasis is upon the second
of the two component parts of his name,—
Saviour, "For He shall save His people
from their sins." In His ascension and His
glory it lies upon the first,—Jehovah. " T o
this end Christ died and lived again that
He might be Lord both of the dead and the
living," and so it is written, "As I live,
saith Jehovah, every knee shall bow to me,
and every tongue shall acknowledge God,"
Rom. 14:9, 11. The name Jesus is not
"swallowed up," as one has seen suggested, by another greater name,—that were
impossible! But now in the heavens it is
transfigured by the inherent glory in the
name Jehovah, even as when on" the Mount
the vesture of the Lord became white and
flashing with light, by reason of the bursting forth of His immanent glory, He was
transfigured before His disciples.
The content and the import of the Name
of Jesus is clearly seen in the passage,
Isaiah 45:15-23, from which the words in
Rom. 14:11 are quoted, and to which the
words in Phil. 2:10 also refer. " W h o
hath declared this from ancient time. . . .
Have not I, Jehovah? And there is no
God else beside me, a just God and a
Saviour."
J E H O V A H — S A V I O U R : Jehoshuah —
JESUS! To M E every knee shall bow.
In Isaiah these two integral parts of the
name Jesus are continually being brought
together. "I, even I, am Jehovah; and beside me there is no Saviour," Isa. 43:11.
"All flesh shall know that I Jehovah am
thy Saviour," Isa. 49:26, and 60:16. That
is Jesus! "I will mention the loving kindnesses of Jehovah, and the praises of Jehovah, according to all that Jehovah hath
bestowed upon us, and according to the
multitude of his loving kindnesses . . . "
So He was their Saviour. Isa. 63:7, 8. In
Isa. 59:16 there is another rendering of that
same Hebrew word 'Yasha,' again in conjunction with the name Jehovah, "Jehovah
saw it, and it displeased Him . . . therefore His arm brought salvation unto Him."

And in like manner in Psalm 98:1, " O sing
unto Jehovah a new song, for He hath
done marvelous things: His right hand, and
His holy arm hath gotten Him the victory."
Jehovah, . . hath brought salvation; Jehovah . . . hath gotten the victory: all of
which is summed up in the one glorious
name JESUS.
Before the revelation of this name Jehovah, and all the qualities of Saviourhood
which were shown to Him as involved in
it, Moses "made haste and bowed his face
toward the earth, and worshiped," as
hidden in the cleft of the rock, the glory
of Jehovah was made to pass by him, and
the Name was proclaimed before his face.
This is the proclamation, "Jehovah, Jehovah, God (the mighty one) merciful and
gracious, longsuffering, and abundant in
goodness and truth, keeping mercy for
thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, and that will by no means
clear the guilty," Ex. 34:6, 8. Before his
revelation of God which finds its consummation in the Jehovah-Saviour, Jesus, pouring out His soul an offering for sin on Calvary's brow, Moses worships.
Whilst
glorying in His Lordship over all, and refusing to yield an inch to the modernistic
derogation of His glory, let not the child
of God accept the suggestion of the enemy
that in speaking this name Jesus, simply
and unadorned, you are offering to your
Lord something less than his due; but
rather let him make haste to bow down, to
worship and adore, as the effulgent glory
of the name Jesus sweeps o'er his spirit
and soul.
Is it not striking that in the Epistle to
the Hebrews, the theme of which is not.
His humiliation, nor His earthly ministry,
but the excellence of Him who, "being the
effulgence of His glory, and the express
image of His person, and upholding all
things with the word of His power, when
He had by Himself purged our sins, sat
down on the right hand of the majesty on
high," that "more excellent N a m e " by
which He is so often referred to is simply
the unadorned and lovely name JESUS.
In this Epistle which perhaps more than
any other sets forth the superlative glory
of the risen and ascended Christ. He is
given the title "Lord" together with his
name Jesus but once: once also he is called
Christ Jesus; three times Jesus Christ; nine
times Christ alone; and as many as eight
times, (number itself significant of the res •
urrection) He is simply called Jesus.
W h o m do we behold "for the suffering
of death C R O W N E D with glory and honour"? It is Jesus, Heb. 2:9. W h o is this
who has "passed through the heavens'
leading captivity captive, and as file leader "bringing many sons to glory"? It is
Jesus, Heb. 4:14. W h o is this Great High
Priest for ever, "after the order of Mel(Continued on page 8.)
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Three

The Three Appearings of Christ
1. Verses 14 and 26. W e have the
profound truth of His appearing as the
world's sin bearer. Verse 14: "How much
more shall the blood of Christ, who
through the eternal Spirit offered himself
without spot to God, purge your conscience from dead works to serve the living God?" Verse 26: "But now once in
the end of the age hath he appeared to put
away sin by the sacrifice of himself." (Here
is the truth of substitution.)
2. Verse 24: He is appearing in the
presence of God for us. ( Here is the truth
of Representation.)
3. Verse 28: He appears apart from or
without sin unto salvation. (Here is the
truth of the fullest term of Salvation.)
M a y we briefly note other Scriptures
that bear testimony to this three-fold appearing.
In Psalm 22, we have—Atonement, Substitution, we have His human name Jesus,
the good Shepherd (Jno. 10:11) who giveth His life for the sheep. In Psalm 23,
we have—Advocacy, Representation, we
have His priestly name, Christ, the great
Shepherd (Heb. 13:20.) In Psalm 24, we
have, Advent, Salvation, we have His
kingly name, Lord, the chief shepherd
(I Pet. 5:4.)
Again we have 1. Jesus, human name, a
suffering Saviour. Moses and Elijah speak
of this on the Mt. of Transfiguration. They
spoke of His decease (Luke 9:30-31) or if
you please our sin-bearer.
W e have 2. Christ, High Priestly name,
a risen Saviour. N o t e two men in shining garments at the Resurrection. W h o
were they? W e may well suppose that
they were the same ones who were at the
Transfiguration. They tell the disciples
that He is risen, living now as our advocate.
W e have, 3. Lord, kingly name, reigning
Saviour. Note again two men at the
ascension; who but the same two as we
met before. Here they say, "This same Jesus shall come again, as our King.
Again we have, The feast of 1. Passover, The feast of 2. Pentecost, The feast
of 3. Trumpets.
W e have Salvation, 1.
Past Justification, freed from the judgment
or penalty, of sin. The blood answers to
this. 2. Present Sanctification, freed from
the power of sin. The Holy Spirit answers
to this. 3. Future Glorification, freed from
the presence of sin. The rapture answers
to this.
In I Thess. 1:9-10, we have 1. Conversion, 2. Service, 3. Waiting. In verse 3
of the same chapter, we have 1. The work
of faith, 2. Labor of love, 3. Patience of
hope. 1. The work of faith is to turn to
God from idols. Jno. 6:28-29. W h a t shall
we do, that we may do the works of God?
This is the work of God that ye believe
on the Sent One. 2. The labor of love is
to *>erve the living and true God, (Jer.

(Heb. 9:11-28.)
By Isaiah F.

Bashore

10:10.) And this is life eternal, that they
might know thee the only true God, and
Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent (Jno.
17:3.) 3. The patience of hope is to wait
for His Son from heaven (Phil 3:20-21.)
For our conversation, (our citizenship) is
in heaven, from whence also we look for
the Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ.
In Titus 2:11-14, we have this same
precious truth in a different setting, but
meaning absolutely the same thing: 1. The
grace of God bringing Salvation, (conversion v. 11.) 2. denying self, (service, v.
12.) 3. Looking for that blessed hope,
(waiting, v. 13.) N o w coming back to

j The Christmas Song |
By Christopher G. Hazard

\TOT
of themselves do the angels ling,
I V Not for themselves do they draw aside
The great blue curtain, that term s to hid;
The softened glory that angeh bring.
But earthly wonders to heavenly eyes
Qathered are in a Bethlehem stall,
!n this new life of their all in all
They see their Qod in a new disguise.
Therefore they sing <he silences down
That brood upon ancient earthly nighlt
Therefore they let a glorious light
Fall upon darkened Bethlehem town.
Oh may our ears attuned to heaven,
Catch the glad strains that are sounding still
To minister peace and better will,
through the young Christ whom Qod hath give*

way of introductions we will take up our
text again in Hebrews 9, verses 24, 26, 28.
Substitution, v. 26.
Representation, v. 24.
Salvation, v. 28.
Note carefully that here we have vividly pictured to us the three appearings of
Christ.
(a). Substitution.
He did appear. This
denotes the preexistence of the Lord Jesus Christ. Yes, the Scripture bears testimony to the truth that He existed in all
eternity. Yes, bless God, the Lord Jesus
Christ existed ere He came to Bethlehem.
Gen. 1:1; Jno. 1:1. In the beginning God.
Note in the Old Testament He appeared
as the Angel of Jehovah. T o Abraham,
Gen. 18:1; to Moses, Ex. 3:2; to Gideon,
Judges 6:11; to David, II Sam. 24:16; to
Daniel, Dan. 9:21. M a y we say here that

our subject, after giving these proofs by
the Angel of Jehovah of the Old Testament is no one else than the Lord Jesus
Christ of the N e w Testament. Gen. 3:15.
The seed of the woman, (miraculous) the
promise of a Redeemer, the beginning of
the miraculous line, and this Redeemer existed in the bosom of the Father before
the foundation of the world. Jesus Christ
did pre-exist, that is the reason he did appear. T h e world calendar bears testimony
to this eternal truth. See them telling to
all the world that He was. W a s He? Yes,
they wrote B. C. N o w again see them telling to all the world that He is. Is He?
Yes. W e write A. D. and, may I say
here that any one who can change history
must be somebody. Yes, the Lord Jesus
Christ is a person.
Thus we see that the world gave expression that Jesus Christ was not a myth or a
notion, but a real living reality. Do we
believe Him as such? Yes. He came with
a real body, and that body was prepared
by the Holy Ghost, (Heb. 10:5.) W h e n
the angels appeared to the shepherds announcing His birth, the shepherds left their
sheep and came to Bethlehem to see a
myth, a spirit, a delusion, an idea, a notion?
No, no, they saw a babe born of a virgin,
born as all others are born; born as the
Scriptures did prophesy, an actual real living babe. Praise God, not a myth but a
pleasant true living reality. W h y was He
thus born? T o put away sin. Whose?
Not His, for He had no sin; He knew no
sin; He did no sin, but for yours and mine.
His death was, 1. Substitutionary (II Cor.
5:21.) 2. Voluntary, (Jno. 10:18.) 3.
Divinely Satisfactory, (Mk. 16:19.)
(B.) Representation. •— N o w appearing
in the presence of God for us, a real man,
a glorified Person, appearing as the High
Priest over the house of God as our Advocate. W h a t we are before God, we are
in Jesus Christ. But of Him are ye in
Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto us.
Wisdom, Righteousness, Sanctification and
Redemption. (I Cor. 1:30.)
The Church is His body and He will
have no maimed body in glory, it will be
complete, (Col. 1:24.) Ye are complete
in Him (Col. 2:10.) That ye may stand
perfect and complete (fully assured) in all
the will of God. (Col. 4:12.) N o t e that
His intercession is sympathetic, (Heb.
4:15.) Yes, He is touched by our infirmities, He sorrows with us when we sorrow,
He rejoices with us when we rejoice, His
intercession is effectual, His prayer is always answered by the Father on the
ground of the finished work on Calvary,
and in the sight of God those wounds have
never healed. The enemy may accuse the
weakest saint of His, but there He intercedes before the Father for that particular
one.
(Continued on page 8 ) .
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With sad hearts and sympathizing tears we
viewed the little sleeping form from the window. Surely Jesus loves the little children.
One more little jewel h a s gone from our midst
to brighten and gladden our hearts when we
meet over there. We will miss Mary in the
Sunday School class. Others may come and
fill the vacant place b u t always we will think
of one gone to be with Jesus.
She is survived by her parents and one
ATTCKER—Sister Martha J., wife of Bro.
brother, Paul, one sister Dortha May and the
Henry Aucker of Manheim, Pa., was born
following grandparents Bro. and Sr. EmApril 9, 1865. After a lingering illness she
manuel Oldham of Spring Hope, Pa., and Sr.
passed to her eternal reward on November
Ella Stern of Martinsburg, Pa.
10, 1930, having reached the good old age of
Funeral services were held a t the house,
65 years, 7 months and 1 day.
conducted by Eld. H. G. Miller. Text: Psa.
Sister Aucker was born in Snyder county,
23. Interment a t Spring Hope, Martinsburg
where she was converted and came to the
cemetery.
church. She also was married in this county.
o
•
In 1883 the couple moved to Lykens Valley
SERT—Anna Hoover Bert was born in
near Millersburg, Pa. Here, twenty years latChambersburg,
Pa.,
J
a
n
.
28th,
1849 a n d passed
er, they were elected to the deacon office and
away a t Chicago, Nov. 17th, 1930, age 81 years,
served in this capacity until 1920 when they
9
months
and
20
days.
She
was
the daughter
moved to Manheim, Lancaster Co., Pa., where
of Peter and Anna Bert. Three brothers and
they resided until Sister Aucker was sumtwo
sisters
survive
her.
Samuel
H. Bert, Demoned home.
troit, Kans; Mrs. L. Brubaker, Chicago; Mike
She leaves to mourn theii* loss a husband
H. Bert, Corona, Calif.; Daniel H. Bert, Abiand three children, Sr. Amanda, wife of Eld.
lene, Kans. and Miss Sarah H. Bert, Chicago.
J. T. Ginder, Sr. Alice, wife of Bro. Harvey
Sr. Bert was converted a t the age of twelve,
Smeltzer, and Sr. Anna, wife of Bro. Jno. when
she was baptized and united with the
S. Herr, all of Manheim, one brother, Mr.
Brethren
in Christ church of which she was
Phares Richenbaugh of Lewiston, two sisters,
a
faithful
until her death. The famMrs. William Moyer of Shamokin Dam, Pa., ily moved member
to Kansas in 1879. Sr. Bert doand Mrs. William Kulp of Domsife, Pa., also
nated
the
ground
on
which Bethel church now
eleven grandchildren.
stands and adjoining cemetery. Her father,
Her Christian spirit, her smiling face, and
Peter Bert, was the first one buried there in
kind words, have won a large circle of friends
1881. She was an active worker in Bethel
in the community in which she lived.
church and Sunday School until 1897, when
We have again laid by a dear old saint who
she joined her sister Sarah, in the work of
always stood for the simplicity of the Gospel,
the Chicago Mission, which her sister had
and lived a life of piety and prayer.
started in 1894, where she labored faithfully
Funeral services were conducted by Bishop
for over thirty-three years. She taught in
H. B. Hoffer and Elds. A. B. Brubaker and
the Sunday School for thirty-one years. There
Eld. C. N. Moyer. Text: Rev. 7:15. 16. Interwas no teacher more consecrated and devoted
ment in the Mastersonville cemetery.
than she and her influence on the lives of the
o
—•
young people in her classes is felt to this
day.
She was also greatly interested in the
KBEIDER—Bro. William L. Kreider, aged
evangelization of the Jews and in the work of
92 years, 1 month and 25 days, of Palmyra,
Foreign
Missions. She truly was a Dorcas,
Pa., passed peacefully away on Friday eve"a woman full of good works and almsdeeds
ning, November 21. The subject of this notice
which
she
She being dead yet speakled a long life of Christian service. He was eth. H e r did."
testimonies, prayers and strong
given to a deep and practical study of God's
spirit
will
be
greatly
missed in the meetings
Word and "meditated in His law, day and
a t the Mission. H e r last hours were fragnight." He was like a "tree planted by the
rant
with
the
presence
of God, as her life
rivers of waters, etc." His Christian life and
had been. Her mind was alert to the last
service extended over a period of sixty-six
as
she
admonished
the
friends
who called.
years. He died of the infirmities of old age.
He is survived by two sons: David A. KreidServices were held a t the Chicago Mission
er and H a r r y C. Kreider, both of Palmyra;
Chapel, Nov. 19th, by Elders V. L. Stump, C.
one brother Benjamin L. Kreider of HarrisJ. Carlson, J. E. Carlson and Wm. Smith,'also
burg, also seventeen grandchildren, nineteen
at Bethel Church, Kansas, Nov. 22nd, by Eldgreat grandchildren, and two great, great
ers Wm. Page, J. R. Eyster and C. J. Carlgrandchildren.
son. Texts: Psa. 116:15; I I Tim. 4:7. Burial
in adjoining cemetery.
Funeral services were conducted in the
house of the Church of the Brethren a t Palmyra by Bish. Henry K. Kreider and Bish. J.
KIESLING—Mrs. Rose Kiesling was born
H. Longenecker of the Brethren church. Text:
in Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 10th, 1879 and
Psa. 66:16 to 20 was chosen by the deceased.
passed away a t Chicago, Nov. 11th, 1930, age
Well may we say, "How are the mighty
51 vears, 2 months and 1 day. She was marfallen."
ried to Mr. Albert Kiesling, June 30th, 1897.
To this union were born eight children, two of
whom preceded her in death. Her husband
MUSSER—Barbara T. Musser was born Noand six children survive her. Mrs. John Kervember 5, 1861 and was called to be with
shaw, Toronto; Mrs. Leo Carlson, Chicago;
Jesus November 16, 1930, aged 69 years, 11
Charles of Chicago; Mrs. Abrose Flynn, Clevedays. On November 3, 1892 she was united
land; Albert and Harold of Chicago; also three
in marriage to Michael H. Musser, who with
sisters, Mrs. Paul Nyhanna, Mrs. Geo. Altman,
one daughter and three grandchildren survive
Mrs. Wm. Lewis of Chicago, and one brother
to mourn her departure. She was converted
John Beuchele. Sr. Kiesling was converted a t
in her young years and was a faithful memthe Chicago Mission in November, 1914, when
ber of the Brethren in Christ church. She
she united with the Brethren in Christ church.
was a loving and devoted wife and mother in
Her homegoing w a s victorious. She constanther home and will be greatly missed by all
ly quoted Scriptures, sang hymns and admonwho knew her. To know her was to love her.
ished the members of her family.
Funeral services were conducted by the
Services were held a t the Chicago Mission
home ministry, Elders Eli M. Engle, Jacob L.
Chapel, November 13th, by Elders C. J. and J.
Heisey, C. N. Hostetter, Sr. and J. H. Martin
E. Carlson and Bish. C. C. Burkholder. Text:
at the Landisville Mennonite church with inMark 14:8. Burial Evergreen cemetery, Chiterment in the Salunga cemetery.
cago.
ROMBERGER—Bro. David Watson Rom"Sowing the seed by the noontide glare,
berger, of Lykens Valley, Penna., passed to
Sowing the seed by the fading light,
his eternal reward Nov. 11, 1930, aged 69
Sowing the seed by the fading light.
years, 7 months and 28 days. He leaves to
Sowing the seed by the solemn night.
mourn his departure, his beloved wife, Emma,
two sons, Elder John AV. and Rufus R. RomSowing the seed by the wayside high,
berger. nine grandchildren and Ave brothers
Sowing the seed on the rocks to die.
and two sisters. He united with the BrethSowing the seed where the thorns will spoil.
ren in Christ church a number of years ago
Sowing the seed in t h e fertile soil,
and was a regular and faithful attendant a t
the Free Grace church where he will be
Oh, what shall the harvest be?
greatly missed by the brethren and sisters
Sown in the darknes or sown in the light.
who worship there.
Sown in our weakness and sown in our
might,
Funeral services were conducted a t the
Gathered in time and eternity.
home by Bish. W. J. Myers and a t the church
Sure, ah, sure will the harvest be."
by Elders D. W. Graybill and T. A. Long and
Bish. Henry K. Kreider. Text: I Cor. 2:9, 10.
Interment in the nearby cemetery.
o
OLDHAM—Margaret Mary Oldham, daugh"He that glorieth, let him glory in the
ter of Bro. Shanon H. and Sr. Blanch Oldham
was born in Altoona, Pa., December 6, 1927, Lord. F o r not he that commendeth himand died December 1, 1930, aged 2 years, 11
months, and 25 days. She took sick Satur- self is approved, but whom the Lord comday and died Monday a t four o'clock. The
mendeth." (II Cor. 10:17, 18.)
doctor pronounced it diphtheria.
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NEWS OF CHURCH ACTIVITY
Bro. Abner Martin, Bro. H a r r y Fishburn, Bro.
B. O. Musser, Bro. Norman Nissley, Bro.
Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller
Cochran, Sr. Amanda Brubaker, Sr. Eleanor
and wife, 613—4th Ave.. Altoona, Pa.
Wert, Sr. J. R. Kuhns, Bro. and Sr. R. Z. Hess,
Bro.
Irvin Wolgemuth, Bro. Earl Martin, Bro.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld. and
B. H. Forrey, Sr. Anna Musser, Bro. George
Sr. Earl Bossert.
VVingert, Sr. John Myers, Bro. John Melhorn,
Sr. Katie Ginder, Bro. Jacob Gish, Bro. Jos.
Chicago. Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of
Gish, Sr. of Donegal Dist., Sr. Ruth Shoalts,
Sarah Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Bro. Isaac Ginder, Sr. Martha Lauver, Bro.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish.
and Sr. Paul Heisey, Bro. H. B. Hoffer, Bro.
W. H. Boyer and Sr. Susie Boyer.
John Heisey, Sr. Fannie Stauffer, Bro. and
Des Moines, Iowa Mission—1194—14th St., in charge Sr. Harry Engle, Matthias Brinser, Bro. Harrison Stauffer, Bro. Andrew Zercher, Bro. Jaof Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
cob Schock, Bro. Abram Shank, Palmyra SewPhiladelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St.. in charge of
ing Circle, Robert Swortz, Bro. and Sr. Ben
Elder Clyde Shirk and wife. Bell Phone
Nissley, Bro. George Frey, Bro. Harry LehGarfield 6431.
man, Sr. Rhoda Mellinger, Bro. Oscar Lehman,
Bro. Irvin Musser, Bro. Daniel Ginder, Sr.
San Francisco Mission, 3739—20th St., in charge 'of
Emma Baker.
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers,
The following is the report of casli reWelland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont„ in
ceived by the Messiah Orphanage up to Occharge of Eld. Henry P. and Sr. Lela F. Heisey.
tober 1, 1930.
Cash Donations as follows:
Rural Missions
Valley Chapel Sunday School
$ 6.50
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. JenBrother
Landis
1.00
nings, Sylvatus, Va.
Spring
Hope
Sunday
School
27.00
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder Walter Taylor
Mother and Daughter
6.00
and wife, Gladwin, Mich,, Star Route.
Sister Sliger
l.oo
Iron Springs Mission, in charge of Christian H.
Gratersford Sunday School
22.90
Sider and wife, Fairfield, Pa.
Mt. Pleasant Sunday School
42.71
Sister Sliger
l.oo
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert
Mother and Daughter
6.00
Engle and wife, Garlin, Kentucky.
H. B. Hoffer
30.00
Mr. Bressler
5.00
Orphanages
Sister Sliger
„
l.oo
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Brother Clarence
Mother Cochran
1.00
Herr, Steward; and Sister Susie Herr, Matron.
Conoy Sunday School
17.85
H.
H.
Wenger,
Upland,
Calif
1.00
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
A. B. Musser
2.04
Mt, Carmel Home, Morrison, 111,, in charge of Sr.
Elizabethtown Sunday School
157.24
Katie Bollinger and workers.
Cross Roads Sunday School
20.35
Orphanage Meeting Offering
174.33
Old Peoples' Home
"In His Name"
(j 00
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister
Mastersonville Harvest Meeting
.
17 17
Mattie Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Maytown Sunday School
19 57
Mt. Pleasant Harvest Meeting—Rapho
District
170.70
Fairland Sunday School
36.00
BEFOBT Or THE MESSIAH ORPHANAGE
Carlisle
Sunday
School
25 00
Florin, Pa.
Valley Chapel Sunday School
7.50
H a r r y Thompson
12.00
Dear Visitor Family:
We greet you with the words of Philippians
, ' r <H al £
...$817.86
4:17, "Not because I desire a gift; but I deOffering
Box
:
13 86
sire fruit that may abound to your account."
Wages of Children
415 85
Another half year has passed without givSale
of
Eggs
7.53
ing you a report of the work a t this place.
Land Rent
15.00
The Lord has blessed us in a material way,
as well as spiritually, during these months.
Interest Endowment Fund
178 15
While we were over-crowded with children
Interest Building Account
314.64
during the summer and fall, we had very
little sickness. There were a few minor oper• Total .
...$945.03
ations. Two of the girls had their tonsils
Total cash received to October 1, 1930..$1,762.89
and adenoids removed. One of our boys was
Tours in His service,
a t the State Hospital for Crippled Children for
examination and treatments. We certainly
Sister Susan Herr, (Matron)
thank God for supplying all our needs.
At present we have twenty-three children
under the Orphanage care. Twenty of these
ROSEBANK, KANSAS
are going to school, which means twenty
lunches to pack. There are times when the
A
series
of evangelistic services were
burden falls heavy, but the Lord has always
conducted by Eld. Wilbur Snider, beginning
given the needed grace.
November 2 and ending November 23.
At present one of our workers is a t her
home on account of illness, but we are trustThe saints continued in prayer for the
ing the Lord for her recovery. The Board
oncoming revival and the Lord graciously
also decided to do with one less worker since
the offerings this year have not materialized
answered. Several souls sought God before
as heretofore. We very keenly feel the rethese meetings began. As they walked in
sults of these vacancies: but the Lord never
the light the Lord fully satisfied their souls.
failed us in the past, and we know by past
experience that His grace is sufficient for the
•Brother Snider preached a full Gospel
future.
under the unction of the Holy Spirit.
We want to thank all the dear brethren and
Weather was very pleasant, roads were
sisters for their prayers and their co-operation
good and people gave attendance and atin helping the work along. May you be rewarded abundantly for your kindness, shown
tention.
to us in so many ways.
One soul was saved who had passed
We would ask all of you to continue to pray
for the work and the workers.
three score and ten. How rare it is that
Provisions and clothing were donated by
one is rescued at such a late hour in life.
the following persons: Bro. and Sr. of the
Cross Roads Cong., Bro. David Ginder, Sr. AlThis brother realized this fact and rebert Walters, Bro. H a r r y Brubaker, Bro. David
joiced in God's mercy and blessing. One
Wenger, Jr., Bro. William Schlag, Junior Class
soul was reclaimed while others went
of the Elizabethtown S. S., Sr. David Martin,
"Daughters of the King" S. S. Class of Eliza"deeper into the Fountain, letting its
bethtown, Sr. Wm. Brosey, Sr. Fannie Heisey,
mighty currents sweep away all dross."
Bro. Chas. Musser, Bro. Samuel Gish, Sr. Katie
We should have liked to see much more
Musser, Bro. and Sr. of the Rapho Dist., Srs.
Katie and Annie Hoffman, Bro. L. O. Musser,
accomplished yet the seed was sown and
Sr. Martha Heisey, Sr. Philena Daumbaugh,
we cannot measure results from outward
Bro. John Myers, Bro. Ralph Musser, Bro.
appearances. We must not grow weary but
Christ Wolgemuth, Cross Roads Love Feast,
Eshelman Bros., Mt. Joy, Pa., Bro. Eli Ginder,
keep on praying. It is sad to see men and
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women turn away from the Lord, heavily
convicted of sin.
May the Lord richly bless our brother
for his faithful services and go with him
to other fields of labor.
—Cor.

MIFFLINTOWN, PA.'
"Many, 0 Lord my God, are thy wonderful works which thou hast done, and thy
thoughts which are to usward: they cannot
be reckoned up in order unto Thee: if I
would declare and speak of them, they are
more than can be numbered." Psa. 40:5.
This is the sentiment of my heart this
morning as we consider the many blessings
we have to enjoy. No doubt it will be of
interest to some of our readers to know
that our new church was dedicated Oct.
10th. Owing to the fair weather a large
company of brethren and sisters gathered
from the surrounding districts and the day
was spent in worship and praise to God.
This day will long linger in our memories.
Bish. H- B. Hoffer had charge of the services, and the following bishops participated:
Jacob Bowers, Henry Kreider, L. O. Musser, C. N. Hostetter. The church not being
so large the main part was soon filled, and
then the basement was used as a chapel and
services were held there throughout the day.
It is surely with a sense of unworthiness
that we meditate upon what has been made
possible for us, through the help of our
dear brethren and sisters from many places,
who assisted in a financial way. We also
feel that God's blessing has accompanied
the work. May we in return "serve Him
more truly than ever before." Nov. 22nd
we had a communion service at this place,
which was also a feast to our souls. We
were glad for the visiting brethren and sisters who met with us. We expect, the Lord
willing, to open a series of meetings at this
place on Dec. 7th. We expect Bro. Howard
Hess to be with us. We pray that God's
will may be accomplished and that souls
may see their need of a Saviour. God is
working in our midst, insomuch that souls
have been calling upon God in their homes
and have erected family altars. Thus the
revival has started and we pray the work
may continue until Jesus comes. Will you
pray for us at this place and at this time ?
Your sister in His service,
Ella M. Lauver.
GREEN, KANSAS
Revival meeting began the evening of
October 12, and continued until November
2, with Bro. Harry Crider of Detroit, Kansas as evangelist and Sister Marie Sheets as
a co-laborer. Bro. Crider came to us filled
with the Spirit and delivered messages
which were heart-searching and very inspiring. The Word of God was preached
to us in power and many good truths were
brought to each and every one.
The attendance was good, and the interest was fine during the entire meeting. A
good number of seekers knelt at the altar
and sought the Lord for a deeper experience; they received help in their souls. The
work, of sanctification has been the testimony of a number of the believers. Praise
the Lord for his wonderful work to the
children of men.
We thank the Lord for the nice weather
and good roads which were ours, also for
the privilege of attending regularly.
These meetings certainly proved a blessing to us all and we can say with the
Psalmist, "The Lord has done great things
for us whereof we are glad." We pray
that the work at this place may continue
to prosper and be a blessing to all.—Cor.
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E V A N G E L I C A L
MECHANICSBURG, PA.

November 23rd marked the close of a
two weeks revival held at this place by our
'Bish. C. N. Hostetter. These meetings were
well attended, considering that several
churches of the town were having revival
at the same time. The weather was ideal
during the two weeks. Although we did
not see the visible results we anticipated,
we know the church has been lifted to a
higher realm and will be better equipped to
fight the battles of life. May God's rich
blessing accompany our brother as he goes
to other fields of labor.
•—Cor.

UPLAND, CALIFORNIA
A Long Married Life—For almost 70
years Grandpa Byer who is near 94 and
Grandma who has just passed her birthday
being 90, have walked the path of life together. Their health is good likewise their
sight and hearing. They have been able to
attend the Bible Conference and love feast
almost all the time. They are very joyful
in the Lord.
Bible Conference—The weather was ideal,
neither too cool or hot. The attendance
was large and quite regular. Thanksgiving day having an extra crowd. Ten
meals were served in the church basement
—over 2000 individual meals, an average of
200 being fed each time. This was blest
of God in a social way and also served to
keep the people together. Two sessions
were held each day for four days beginning Nov. 25. The various topics were well
handled, being backed up by the Word of
God, and given by people filled with the
Holy Spirit. Each session had a different
theme, in order they were: The Bible, Practice, Evangel, Doctrine, Thanksgiving, Missions, Education, and Sunday School. All in
all it was very helpful and many said they
never attended a better conference. Evangelism and Missions were especially blessed
sessions. We very much missed two of
our ministers, Brethren Burkholder and
Eyster who are in the east in evangelistic
work also Bro. J. H. Wagaman of Tulare
county, who was ill, but we thanked God
for Bro. Millard Engle who was with us.
All in all it was a great time of spiritual
refreshing for which we thank God.
Love Feast—We met Saturday A. M.
10:30 and at 2 P. M. It reminded one of
the old time love feasts. God's presence
was there in melting power. Nearly 200 engaged in the washing of the saints' feet
and partook of the emblem of the broken
body and shed blood of our Lord Jesus
Christ. It was a time of real spiritual refreshing
Evangelistic Meetings — Bishop M. G.
Engle spoke each evening during Bible Conference. The messages were directed by the
Holy Ghost. Many came to the altar and
as they yielded and confessed to God, thru
faith in Christ their various needs were
met.
Consecration Meeting—After a powerful
sermon on Sunday A. M. by Bro. J. R.
Steckley from II Chron. 29:5, about thirtyfive people, many young married couples
presented themselves at the altar. A number of these by this offered themselves for
service anywhere in God's great harvest
field. Others sought different experiences.
It was a blessed time of spiritual refreshing for several hours. We believe the uttermost parts of the earth will be touched by
these consecrations.
—J. H. B. Cor.
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SAN FRANCISCO MISSION

RAPHO MEETINGS

For your sakes he became poor, that ye
through his poverty might be rich. II Cor.
8:9.
How wonderful the grace of God for all
mankind. May His riches abound in every
life, seeing that Christ Jesus suffered for
all. Great and wonderful is the will of
God.
Truly God has kept us in His memory.
There has been a good interest manifested
in our midst and God's blessing accompanying the labors for God here.
The Lord has given us the wherewithal
to meet our continual financial obligations
and was pleased to especially remember us
in some extras for our own table, etc., such
a lift in some of the extras does mean a
lot to those who are trusting the Lord for
needs daily. We express appreciation.
Our special revival is also in the past.
It was held by Bish. M. G. Engle from Kansas, from October 22 to November 2 nightly. There were two services on Sundays,
afternoons and evenings, and week days.
The last week on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, afternoons. Our brother
gave good, deep, stirring, Scriptural messages. God put a deep hunger on souls and
quite a number came forward to seek for
holiness. One young man came in on last
Sunday night and gave his heart to God.
Meetings were very well attended both day
and nightly. Pray for us.
Receipts
Hall offerings
$271.57
A Sister, tithe
5.00
A Brother, tithe
5.00
Clear View S. S., Kindersley, Sask. 10.00
Valley Chapel S. S., Canton, 0
7.00
Sr. Mary McNeal, Chambersb'g, Pa.
5.00
Bro. P. E. Collado, tithe, San Francisco, Cal
7.00
Sr. C. C. Burkholder, Upland, Cal
50
Sr. B. L. Byer, Pasadena, Cal
50
Bish. M. G. Engle, Kansas
5.00
A Brother, Elizabethtown, Pa
10.00
Sr. Ruth Eyster, Altadena, Cal
2.00

A series of meetings were held at the
Mt. Pleasant church, Rapho Dist., Lancaster Co., Pa. Beginning Oct. 26 they continued for three weeks.
Eld. Joseph Vanderveer of Gladwin, Mich,
had charge of the meetings. The weather
was favorable. The attendance and interest were very good.
The brother brought forth the Word to
the people in mighty power. The messages
were inspiring and encouraging to the
saints. Quite a number of them felt a lack
in their life and renewed their covenant.
Four souls made a start for the kingdom,
others, we believe, were deeply convicted
but failed to obey the leadings of the spirit.
Let us pray that the messages from His
Word may continue to linger in their hearts
and have its effect in the future.
May the Lord bless Bro. Vanderveer for
his labor of love, and may the seed which
has been sown spring up and bear fruit
to the honor and glory of God.
—J. K. G., Cor.

Total

$328.57
Expenditures

Table Supplies
House Incidentals
Hall Rent
House Rent
Gas
Hall Expenses
Poor

$55.47
9.89
105.00
97.50
8.29
21.78
3.85

Total
$301.78
Balance on hand Sept. 1
$ 40.37
Balance on hand Dec. 1
67.10
Your sister in Christ,
Maggie E. Sollenberger.
REVIVAL AT MONTGOMERY, PA.
A revival meeting was held at the Montgomery church, Franklin Co., Pa., conducted by Eld. Clayton M. Engle from Hummelstown, Pa.
Bro. Engle came filled with the Spirit
and delivered messages which were simple,
yet powerful. Believers were encouraged
and one decided to follow the Lord. While
yet young in years, we believe it to be the
most convenient season. May the Lord keep
her is our prayer.
The meetings began Nov. 9 and were
in progress two weeks, with ideal weather,
good attendance, as well as good order.
We were glad to have Bro. Engle's wife
and daughter and aunt with us the last two
evenings. May the Lord bless him and give
him many more years of service is our
prayer.
—Jacob M. Myers.

BRETHREN IN CHRIST BIBLE
CONFERENCE—BEULAH
COLLEGE
PERSONAL SOUL-WINNING
William Lewis
1. W h y is there no more being done by
way of personal work or real evangelism?
2. W h o s e business is it to do this?
3. Have you been shifting the responsibility upon the preacher, the Sunday
School teacher, evangelist, deacon, or upon one who in your sight is gifted?
4. Do we think about personal soul-winning? Is it in our minds? If not, there
is a reason.
5. Don't we meet people? Or is our inactivity on the matter caused by the lack
of open doors? Do we lack a point of
contact?
6. Does our position or dignity hinder?
7. D o we have holy zeal or are we easily daunted or affected? Is there a passion for souls? Are we willing to contend
against the powers of darkness? Do we
keep pressing the case? It must go that
far in order to get results.
8. How can we do more of it? It is
going to take more than being evangelical;
we must be evangelistic. The first is like
a reservoir closed up; the second is like
a reservoir opened to every one. The first
is truth on ice; the second, truth on fire.
The former is bomb proof for safety; the
latter an army on the march with their
faces toward the enemy. One sings, "Hold
the fort for I am coming"; the other,
"Storm the fort for God is leading".
9. Prerequisites for Soul-Winning; Have
an experience yourself of real holiness. Let
the work grip our minds and hearts. Be
effective with souls that you have onlyone chance to speak to. T o secure contacts we must go both ways—up and down
to get people in the muck and mire of sin.
W e need tact, must be alert and on the
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job, and use the W o r d of God. W e need
genuine and thorough Christian experience
and perserverance.
" H O W TO RETAIN THOSE
GAINED"
(This topic was discussed by Bishop M.
G. Engle as part of the program devoted
to the subject of "Evangelism" at the
Brethren in Christ Bible Conference, Beulah College).
Retention by the Church o[ new Converts
depends upon
A. The disposition of the converts themselves toward
1. Instruction and light.
2. Correction.
B. The attitude of the Church
1. Avoid offenses, Parental and
home influences are especially
important.
2. Manifest sociability; avoid cliques; don't "despise one of His
little ones".
3. Hold their attention; show interest and concern; but go farther
than a social talk.
4. Put them to work. V a r y your
working force; don't always
hitch up the same folks.
5. If they are weak or slow
in testimony, just say, "John,
lets hear your testimony".
6. Avoid partiality.
7. "Feed my lambs". Give them
the Gospel, not politics, prohibition, social reform—but the
Gospel.
T H E BIBLE AS T H E G R O U N D W O R K
O F OUR CHRISTIAN LIFE
AND
EXPERIENCE
Harvey Wenger
The Bible, incomparable to the most
widely circulated of books; at once provides and baffles study. Even the Nonbeliever in its authority rightly feels that
it is unintelligent to remain in almost total
ignorance of the most famous and ancient
of books. N o barrier of language now
exists, for the Bible has been translated
into practically all languages and yet most,
even of sincere believers, soon retire from
any serious effort to master the content
of the sacred writing. The reason is not
far to seek.
It is found in the fact that no particular
portion of Scripture is to be intelligently
comprehended apart from some conception
of its place in the whole.
For the Bible story and messages is
like a picture wrought out in mosaics; each
book, chapter, verse, and even word forms
a necessary part, and has its own appointed place. Is is therefore, indispensable
to any interesting and fruitful study of the
Bible that a general knowledge of it be
gained.
First, the Bible is one book. Seven
great marks attest this unity.
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1. From Genesis to Revelations the Bible bears witness to one God. Wherever
he speaks or acts he is consistent with
himself, and with the total revelation concerning him.
2. The Bible forms one continuous
story, the story of humanity in relation to
God.
3. The Bible hazards the most unlikely
predictions concerning the future, and
when the centuries have brought round the
appointed time, records their fulfilment.
4. The Bible is a progressive unfolding
of Truth, Nothing is told all at once, and
"once /or all"; the order is, "first the
blade, then the ear, after that the full
corn." Without the possibility of collusion, often with centuries between, one
writer of Scripture takes up an earlier
revelation, adds to it, lays down the pen,
and in due time another man moved by
the Holy Spirit, and another, and another
add new details till the whole is complete.
5. From beginning to end the Bible
testifies to one redemption.
6. From beginning to end the Bible has
one great theme "The person and work of
Christ."
7. And finally, these writers, some 44
in number, writing through 20 centuries,
have produced a perfect harmony of doctrine in progressive unfoldings. This is to
every candid mind, the unanswerable proof
of the Divine inspiration of the Bible.
Second, the Bible is a book of books.
Sixty-six Books make up the one Book,
the separate books may be regarded as
chapters, but that is but one side of the
truth; for each of the sixty-six books is
complete in itself, and has it's own theme
and analysis. In the present edition of
the Bible these are fully shown in the introductions of divisions. It is therefore
of the utmost moment that the books be
studied in the light of their distinctive
themes. Genesis for instance is the book
of beginnings (the seed pot of the whole
Bible). Matthew is the book of the King.
Third, the books of the Bible fall into
groups. Speaking broadly there are five
great divisions in the scriptures, and others
may be conveniently fixed in the memory
by five Key words "Christ being the one
theme. Luke 24:25-27.
The Bible is God's great text book for
man. It is His lamp to our feet and light
to our path in this world of sin. The value
of Bible study cannot therefore be overestimated.
Considered from a literary standpoint
alone, it is pre-eminent. Its terse, chaste
style, its beautiful and impressive imagery;
it's interesting stories and welltold narratives; its deep wisdom and its sound logic;
it's dignified language and it's elevated
themes, all make it worthy of universal
reading and careful study.
As an educating power, the Bible has
no equal. Nothing so broadens the vision,
strengthens the mind, elevates the thots,
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and ennobles the affections as does the
study of the sublime and stupendous truths
of revelation. A knowledge of it's principles is essential to every calling. T o
the extent that it is studied and its teachings are received, it gives strength of character, noble ambition, keenness of perception, and sound judgment. Of all the books
ever written, none contain lessons so im
structive, precepts so pure, or promises so
great as the Bible. There is nothing that
so convinces the mind of the inspiration
of the Bible as does the reading of the
Bible itself, and especially those portions
known as the prophecies. After the resurrection of Christ, when everything else
seemed to have failed to convince the disciples that He had risen from the dead,
He appealed to the inspired word, and
expounded unto them in all the Scriptures
the things concerning Himself. Luke 24:
25-27 says, "and they believed," on another occasion Christ said, "If they hear
not Moses and the prophets, neither will
they be persuaded, though one rose from
the dead."
As a guide, the Bible is without rival,
it gives a calm peace in believing, and a
firm hope of the future. It solves the great
problem of life and destiny, and inspires
to a life of purity, patience, and welldoing. It fills the heart with love for God
and a desire to do good to others, and
thus prepares for usefulness here and for
a home in heaven. It teaches the value
of the Soul, by revealing the price that
has been paid to redeem it. It makes
known the only antidote for sin, and presents the only perfect code of morals ever
given. It tells of the future and the preparation necessary to meet it. It makes
us bold for the right, and sustains the
soul in adversity and affliction. It lights
up the dark valley of death, and points
to a life unending. It leads to God, and
to Christ, whom to know is life eternal.
In short, it is the one Book to live by and
die by.
As the king of Israel was instructed to
write him a copy of the law, and to read
therein, "all the days of his life," keep
His word, and thus prolong his days and
the days of his children, (Deut. 17:18-20),
so ought men now to study the Bible, and
from it learn that fear which is the beginning of wisdom, and that knowledge which
is unto salvation. Knowing the value of
this means of awaking thought, arousing
interest, and inparting information, God in
his wisdom, inspired those who wrote the
Bible to ask many questions, that He
might set us to thinking and studying about the great themes with which it deals.
But God not only asks questions: He
answers them. The man or woman who
never takes time to meditate on this great
book, I fear, will not learn of God, will
not know the Source of Knowledge, His
(Continued on page 12.)
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EDITORIAL
(Continued from page
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I.)

This Babe became a man and the spirit
of the manger birth actuated His entire
life. His rejection by mankind (especially
by His own people) resulted in His crucifixion on Calvary's Cross but God removed the screen and the tomb revealed
the hidden shaft of God's power and the
promises of the ages were fulfilled. A
sinful and sin laden, heart-sick world was
given a Redeemer who ever lives to make
intercession for us.—S.

BEFORE AND AFTER CHRISTMAS
H A T wonderful transformations
have been wrought in the thoughts
and customs of men by the birth of Jesus
Christ! The story of how we got our
Christmas is indeed an interesting one.
In the northern countries of the world
the days of December are short, cold and
sunless, and in the early days of history
primitive men went hungry many times.
After a time it was noticed that there was
a definite time when the days lengthened
and the long dark nights grew shorter. This
was the time of the winter solstice; when
the sun turns its apparent course among
the stars and seems to return with radiant
life-giving heat. All over the known world
people watched for this moment of transition and welcomed it in various ways.
The Jews, on what is now December
25th, held a Festival of Lights. The Egyptians celebrated the same season and chose
for their symbol a new born child. In the
remote north and west they built great
fires in their forests, drank ale, clashed
their weapons and called upon their barbaric gods. Among the ancient Britons,
and Druids was carried out mysterious
ceremonies in connection with the cutting
of the mistle-toe. In Rome from the 19th
of December to the early part of January
they gave themselves to horrible revelry
known as Saturnalia.
Wrien Christianity finally made its influence felt over the world it took these
heathen rites and ceremonies and in a great
measure consecrated them to its beneficent
and noble ends. It is true that there are
still millions who celebrate Christmas who
do not know that this mid-winter festival
is. now to mark and glorify a new life in
the spirit.
The emblem of the evergreen tree is
one which has been used or abused for
centuries and as Christians we are fully
conscious that the season is not one of
revelry nor a time merely of the giving of
gifts and the useless spending of large sums
of money, but is a time when in some way
we should be able to show to the world
the glorious truth that "Jesus Christ was
not made after the law of a carnal com-
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mandment but after the power of an endless life."
If we see an evergreen tree it speaks to
us of an ever living Christ; the candle's
flame is a symbol of Christ as the Light of
the world; the little gifts or remembrances
we pass on to our friends should in some
way express our deep appreciation of
God's great gift to men; the Christmas bell
should only be a signal for every believer
in Christ to sound forth the glorious message, "Jesus saves! Jesus saves!"—S.

T H E T H R E E A P P E A R I N G S OF
CHRIST
, (Continued from page 3.)
Five bleeding wounds He bears,
Received on Calvary,
They pour effectual prayers.
They strongly speak for me.
"Forgive him, O forgive" they cry,
"Nor let that ransomed sinner die."
He ever lives above.
For me to intercede.
With His redeeming love
His precious blood to plead
His blood was spilt for all the race,
And sprinkles now the throne of grace.
M y soul says glory to God for the man,
Christ, who ever lives as the Advocate in
the family of God. (Note: not for the
sinner, but for the child of God.)
(C.) Salvation. — But will my reader
please note that in this verse (28.) He,
Christ Jesus, is coming without sin, or
apart from sin. Yes, He is coming unto
salvation, coming again personally. This
same Person who came the first time and
appeared as our sin-bearer, this same Person who is now appearing in the presence
of God as our High Priest. This same
Person appearing again for a definite purpose, appears unto salvation. Thus we see
from Scripture that our salvation deals
with the three tenses: Past, (Phil 2:7.)
(II Cor. 5:21.) Present (Rom. 6:12.) Future (I Pet. 1:5.)
M a y I ask this question: Are you looking
for Him? Do you see the Christ of God in
these three aspects? Is the W o r d of God
plain on this important truth? W h e n the
third appearing takes place, the day of
Grace, the day of Salvation, will have
closed, so we urge you to take heed to
the call now.
Dying with Jesus, His death
reckoned
mine,
Living with Jesus, a new life divine.
Looking to Jesus, 'till glory doth shine,
Moment by moment, O Lord, I am thine.
For—Moment by moment I'm kept in His
love.
Moment by moment I've life from above
Looking to Jesus 'till glory doth shine
Moment by moment, O Lord I am Thine.

Never a
Never a
Moment
Jesus my
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weaknes that He doth not feel,
sickness that He cannot heal,
by moment, in woe or in weal,
Saviour, abides with me still.

Never a trial that He is not there,
Never a burden that He doth not bear,
Never a sorrow that He doth not share,
Moment by moment, I'm under His care.
Never a heart-ache and never a groan.
Never a tear drop and never a moan,
Never a danger but there on the throne,
Moment by moment He thinks of His own.
Never a battle with wrong for the right,
Never a contest that He does not fight,
Lifting above us His banner so white,
Moment by moment I'm kept in His sight.
—Elizabethtown, Pa.

EXTRA COPIES
For the "benefit of those who will want
extra copies of our Christmas issue to hand
to their children and friends we have printed
up an extra supply.
We will lie glad to mail any number desired
to any address for 10 cents each postpaid.
Please send remittance with your order.
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana

THE NEW YEAR
The Hew Year will soon be here and as
January 1st always means a considerable revision of our mailing' list, we kindly ask that
all subscriptions which are now due or fall
due at that time be renewed if possible.
THANK YOTT.

THOU SHALT CALL HIS NAME JESUS
(Continued from page 2).
chisidec, King and Priest," set on the right
hand of T H E T H R O N E O F T H E MAJE S T Y in the heavens? It is Jesus, Heb.
6:2. W h o is this becoming "surety of a
better c o v e n a n t ? It is Jesus, 7:22. W h o
is this going on before as "foremost leader, and finisher of our faith . . . set down
on the right hand of God"? It is Jesus,
12:2. W h o is this in the City of the Living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, amid the
myriads of angels and "the congregation
of the firstborn"?' It is Jesus, 12:22-24.
Let us then whilst humbly owning Him
as Sovereign Lord, bend our knees in
adoring worship, as wonderingly we acclaim the exaltation of His most blessed
name—Jesus, and kneeling thus let us
plead for the fulfillment of the promise "to
me every knee shall bow."
Jesus! O how great the name,
Jesus! evermore the same,
Jesus! let all saints proclaim
Its worthy praise forever.
Rev. A. C. Crowe.
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Christ's Day in the Forest
.ITH a faint shadow in her sweet gray
eyes, Bernice Montgomery let the little
book of poems fall idly into her lap
and looked out over the plain. It was
Christmas Eve, and all the world about the
little fort town was covered with an unbroken
mantle of snow that extended white and
sparkling as far as the eye could reach, until
away along the horizon a long line of tall,
bare trees seemed to enclose the wintry landscape in a rustic frame.
A faint, dissatisfied sigh escaped Bernice's
lips as her gaze came back and rested on a
white silk evening dress thrown over a chair
near her. It was surely lovely enough to
charm any girlish heart, with its dainty frills
of lace and drooping bows of ribbon, but instead of calling up a smile, as she looked at
it spread over the chair in all its whiteness
and softness, the troubled look on Bernice's
face increased, and cuddling down among her
cushions, she fell into a reverie. At last, when
dusk began to envelope the gleaming world
outside, she arose and turned toward the door.
"I almost wish I had not read those words,
and yet how true they are. 'Christ's Day,'
that is really what to-morrow is, and still we,
who are professed Christians, who go to His
church every Sunday, keep His day with noise
and laughter and by dances and balls!"
" 'Christ's Day'." She repeated the words
softly as she descended the stairs and paused
before an open door. A cheerful chatter mingling with merry laughter floated out to her,
for the sitting room of Mrs. Spofford, the colonel's pretty wife, was always well filled about
time for afternoon tea. She was presiding at
her dainty tea-table now, pouring the fragrant
beverage into cups as thin as eggshells that
suggested a. Fifth Avenue drawing-room far
more than the small sitting-room of an army
officer, stationed at one of the most dangerous
points in the "West.
Several officers and two or three ladies were
scattered about the room talking eagerly
when Bernice entered, and with a smile Mrs.
Spofford beckoned to her, saying gayly:
"Here she is at last and looking as solemneyed as a little owl, and not at all as if she
were going to her first ball to-morrow night.
Just think. Belle," turning to Captain Lacy's
young wife, "our dresses came to-day, all the
way from New York, and they are absolutely
perfect."
"Miss Bernice, your aunt has been telling
tales on you, and says you do not seem at all
favorably impressed with our arrangements
for to-morrow," Lieutenant Atherton said eagerly, handing Bernice a cup of tea, and smiling down into her grave face. "I must be the
first to tell you the new plan we have; we are
going for a grand sleigh ride in the morning
a.nd will show you some of the lovely views
around our fort town."
Before the girl could answer, Colonel Spofford said gravely: "I fear you are doomed to
disappointment, Atherton, for dispatches have
been received to-day which make me very uneasy. Old Serpent Bye has been threatening
an outbreak for some time, and if it comes
now it will be very serious, for our force here
is not strong enough to attack him and his
braves. You know we have been expecting
fresh men from Fort McDonnell for over a
week, but they have not arrived yet. Have
you heard the rumor about Serpent Eye getting ready to go on the warpath, Doctor Goodwin?" he asked, turning to a tall, venerablelooking man who had just entered and was
talking to Bernice.
"Yes. I have heard a great deal of talk
about it; in fact, I fear there will shortly be
a very serious outbreak. I came from Serpent
Eye's wigwam a few hours ago and I am going to return in the morning."
Astonished silence greeted his remark, for
the chief mentioned was one of the fiercest
and most bloodthirsty in the West.
With a slight smile, Doctor Goodwin looked
into their bewildered faces, and continued:
"My calling allows me to go safely into manydangerous places, and sometimes some of
Serpent Eye's tribe come to my church. His
only daughter, Maumee, became a Christian
about a year ago, and the day before yesterday a young Indian came to me from the
chief, saying his daughter was very ill and
wanted to see me, so of course I went.
"The girl is slowly dying, and it is truly a
pitiful sight. She often went to my church,
and it is on her account I am here this afternoon. She says she will not fear to go to
the Great Father, if only she can hear once
. more the songs she has heard at church. She
is only fifteen, almost a child, and I thought
maybe
"
The good man looked at Mrs. Spofford
pleadingly, for every Sunday her splendid
voice filled his little chapel with rare melody.
The little lady answered his unspoken request with- a shrug of her pretty shoulders
and the emphatic words: "No, indeed. Doctor
Goodwin, you need' not ask me to go. Why,

at the best of times I would not go into one
of their dirty wigwams, and now, when there
is danger, I certainly will not venture just
to see a sick Indian. Besides, to-morrow is
Christmas Day, and it would spoil all my
lovely plans, for it will take fully two days
to go and return."
"There will be no danger, madam, for I
have Serpent Eye's word, and cruel as he is,
he is to be trusted. Besides that, to-morrow
is 'Christ's Day,' and surely to minister to a
dying soul is work of which our Divine Master
would approve."
The minister spoke eagerly, with an earnest
light in his kindly eyes, for the ignorant girl
dying in the forest lay very heavy on his
heart; but Mrs. Spofford shook her head and
turned away, and with a sad look creeping
over his face, he made his adieus to the gay
company.
He had reached the door when a little hand
was laid on his arm, and he looked down into
Bernice's flushed face. "Oh, Doctor Goodwin,
I heard what you said to Aunt Jessie just
now, and—and—can I go with you?"

THE BETHLEHEM CHILD
S I M P L E - H E A R T E D child was
He,
And He was nothing more;
In Summer days, like you and me,
He played about the door,
Or gathered, where the father toiled,
The shavings from the floor.
A simple child, and yet, I think.
The bird-folk must have known—
The sparrow and the bobolink—
And claimed Him for their own,
And gathered round Him fearlessly
W h e n He was all alone.
The lark, the linnet, and the dove,
The chaffinch and the wren,
They must have known His watchful love
And given their worship then;
They must have known and glorified
The child who died for men.
And when the sun at break of day
Crept in upon His hair,
I think it must have left a ray
Of unseen glory there,
A kiss of love on that little brow
For the thorns that it must wear.

Her voice trembled in her eagerness for
his reply, and as he hesitated, she burst out
impetuously: "I know you think I am only
a society butterfly, but oh, you do. not know
how I want to go! You said to-morrow was
Christ's Day, and to-day I read the same
words, and I do so want to do something for
some one that will be in keeping with the
day that is all His own!
Indeed, Doctor
Goodwin, I long to go with you."
With a very kind glance at the sweet
young face. Doctor Goodwin answered gently:
"My dear, I only hesitated because I know
how long the journey is, and because I know,
too, that the gaieties for to-morrow are likely
to appeal to all the young people. But come,
now, we will go and ask Aunt Jessie whether
she will let you go or not. God bless you
for the thought."

*

*

*

*

Bernice never forgot the long ride over the
plains that beautiful Christmas morning. It
was bitterly cold, but the sunlight streamed
over a. snow-white world that seemed so pure
and still, that more than once a,s they rode
slowly over the seemingly trackless level

around them, she whispered to herself with
a strange feeling of awe, "Christ's Day!"
The old man a t her side felt, too, the holy
influence of this white stillness, and he spoke
words that sank deep into the heart of his
companion, telling her of many hopes and
prayers for these poor, ignorant savages, especially for the fierce old chief and his family.
Lieutenant Atherton had accompanied them
at Mrs. Spofford's earnest request, but he rode
moodily some distance behind them, for from
some unknown cause the gay officer did not
seem disposed to converse.
The afternoon was far spent when they approached a deep forest, and standing near a
tree, Benice saw a gigantic figure closely
wrapped in a blanket.
"It is the chief," Doctor Goodwin said, riding forward, and for an instant the girl's
heart beat with a sickening fear, as she
thought of all she had heard of his savage
cruelty, and the face turned to the young
lieutenant was as white as the snow around
her.
"Do not be afraid," he said hurriedly as they
eame up with the others.
"Serpent Eye, my friend, this is the young
lady I was telling you of, and this is my
friend, Lieutenant Atherton," Doctor Goodwin
said gravely, and then Bernice felt rather
than saw the little piercing eyes fastened on
her face.
"It is well," the chief answered in a deep,
gutteral tone as he advanced and laid an immense hand on her bridal rein. "The white
maiden has no need to fear the red man. The
chief's heart is heavy, for his child has not
walked in the forest now for two moons, and
the sun does not shine for Serpent Eye, for
he knows the Great Spirit has called her. And
now his white brother has brought the white
maiden to sing to Maumee the song she loves.
It is well. Come," and muffling his face in
his blanket, he led Bernice's horse into the
forest, the other two following silently.
That evening the last ray of the sun shone
through the trees on a strange scene in the
gloomy depths of the forest. Wigwams were
scattered about, with here and there the ruddy gleam of a campfire throwing fitful shadows on the snow, for already dusk was creeping into the forest. Dusky figures passed
restlessly to and fro, and on each swarthy
face was an expression of gloom, for they all
knew that in their chief's wigwam his only
child lay dying.
The skin which hung over the door of Serpent Eye's wigwam was thrown aside to admit
the cold air. Inside, Frank Atherton thought,
as he leaned in the doorway with his cap
pulled over his eyes, was a scene passing
strange, but one which he would never forget.
In a corner crouched the mother, an old
wrinkled squaw, her head bowed on her knees,
and her coarse hair covering her face. Near
her, his huge figure still wrapped in his>
blanket and his face as expressionless as a
bronze image, stood Serpent Eye, gazing upon a little group at the farther end of the
room. Upon a bed of skins, lay Maumee dying, near-by, in the shadow, stood the whitehaired minister, while beside the pallet knelt
a slender, girlish figure, the last rays of the
sun turning her soft hair into a golden halo
around her sweet, pitying face.
"Again, once more, white maiden, sing to
the Indian girl of His love, that r she may not
fear the dark waters," Maumee w hispered, and
out into the stillness of the mighty forest,
causing the warriors to pause and listen, and
Frank Atherton, the careless man of the world,
who had often sneered at religion, to remove
his cap and bow his head, came the tones of
a woman's voice singing. Clear and sweet,
and trembling with an earnestness which
made the familiar hymn a prayer, came the
words that were guiding the Indian girl to
where it would always be "Christ's Day" to
her:
"Jesus, lover of my soul,
Let me to Thy bosom fly.
While the nearer waters roll,
While the tempest still is high;
Hide me, O my Saviour hide.
Till the storm of life is past,
Safe into the haven guide,
O receive my soul at last."

*

*

*

*

The next morning, at the edge of the vast
forest. Serpent Eye bade his friends farewell.
"Good-bye and God bless you. my friend."
Doctor Goodwin said in tones that were not
quite steady, and Frank Atherton saw a faint
quiver pass over the chief's dark features as
he turned toward Bernice.
"Serpent Eye cannot tell the gentle white
maiden all he feels in here." he said, laying
one brawny hand on his broad breast, "but
(Continued on page 12.)
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I t W a S C h r i s t m a s Eve—When Sankey Sang "The Shepherd's Song'
H P H E memory of Moody and Sankey is
still fragrant. Dwight L. Moody was
a man to whom God had given wonderful
power and ability to preach the gospel of
Jesus Christ. Ira D. Sankey was' another
man to whom God had given wonderful
power to sing the same gospel. For years
these two men worked together, Moody
preaching and Sankey singing. In the
year 1875 they had both been in Liverpool serving their Master in that great city.
Toward the end of the year they returned
to America.
It happened that on Christmas Eve of
this year, 1875, Mr. Sankey was travelling
by steamboat up the Delaware River. It
was a calm, starlight evening and there
were many passengers gathered on the
deck. Mr. Sankey was asked to sing, and,
as always, he was perfectly willing to do
so. He stood there leaning against one
of the great funnels of the boat and his
eyes were raised to the starry heavens in
quiet prayer. It was his intention to sing
a Christmas song, but somehow he was
driven almost against his will to sing the
the "Shepherd Song":
"Saviour, like a shepherd lead us,
Much we need Thy tenderest care;
In Thy pleasant pastures feed us
For our use Thy folds prepare:
Blessed Jesus,
Thou hast bought us, Thine we are.
"We are Thine, do Thou befriend us.
Be the Guardian of our way;
Keep Thy flock, from sin defend us,
Seek us when we go astray:
Blessed Jesus,
Hear, oh hear us when we pray.
"Thou hast promised to receive us,
Poor and sinful though we be;
Thou hast mercy to relieve us,
Grace to cleanse and power to free;
Blessed Jesus
We wilt early turn to Thee.
"Early let us seek Thy favor,
Early let us do Thy wilt;
Blessed Lord and only Saviour
With Thy love our bosoms fill;
Blessed Jesus,
Thou hast loved us, love us still."
There was a deep stillness. W o r d s and
melody, welling forth from the singer's
soul, floated out over the deck and the
quiet river. Every heart was touched.
After the song was ended, a man with a
rough, weather-beaten face came up to Mr.
Sankey and said,
"Did you ever serve in the Union army?"
"Yes," answered Mr. Sankey, "in the
spring of 1860."

"Can you remember if you were doing
picket duty on a bright, moonlight night
in 1862?"
"Yes," answered Mr. Sankey, very much
surprised.
"So did I," said the stranger, "but I was
serving in the Confederate army. W h e n
I saw you standing at your post I thought
to myself: 'That fellow will never get away
from here alive.' I raised my musket and
took aim. I was standing in the shadow
completely concealed, while the full light
of the moon was falling upon you. At
that instant, just as a moment ago, you
raised your eyes to heaven and began to
sing. Music, especially song, has always
had a wonderful power over me, and I
took my finger off the trigger.
" 'Let him sing his song to the end,' I
said to myself, 'I can shoot him afterwards.
He's my victim at all events, and my bullet cannot miss him.'
"But the song you sang then was the
song you sang just now.
I heard the
words perfectly:
'We

are Thine, do Thou befriend
Be the Guardian of our way.'

us,

"Those words stirred up many memories
in my heart. I began to think of my childhood and my God-fearing mother. She
had many, many times sung that song to
me. But she died all too soon, otherwise
much in my life would no doubt have been
different.
" W h e n you had finished your song, it
was impossible for me to take aim at you
again. I thought: 'The Lord who is able
to save that man from certain death must
surely be great and mighty'—and my arm
of its own accord dropped limp at my
side.
"Since that time I have wandered about
far and wide; but when I just now saw
you standing there praying just as on that
other occasion. I recognized you. Then
my heart was wounded by your song; now
I wish that you may help me to find a cure
for my sick soul."
Deeply moved, Mr. Sankey threw his
arms about the main who in the days of
the war had been his enemy. And this
Christmas night the two went together to
the manger in Bethlehem. There the
stranger found Him who was their common Saviour, the Good Shepherd, who
seeks for the lost sheep until He finds it.
And when He has found it, He lays it
on His shoulders, rejoicing.—Sel.

'GOLD" I N T H E G O L D E N R U L E
A H E A D I N G in a business magazine:
reads: "There's Gold in the Golden
Rule," and the accompanying article
proves it. There is no doubt that follow-

ing the Golden Rule, in business as well as
out of it, in the long run will be more
profitable than otherwise, and by this I
mean materially profitable. There is a
principle recognized by modern business
that the business man, to be permanently
successful, must contribute to the profit
and welfare of those who deal with him,
those from whom he buys as well as those
to whom he sells. And in a measure, this
is recognition of the Golden Rule.
But here comes the rub. Is the Golden
Rule observed, even to such a limited extent, for itself or for the "gold" which may
be mined from it? Is it observed because
it is the right thing to do or because it is
the more expedient, the more profitable
thing? Are we to "do unto others" from
pure delight in the doing, or because we
wish to have them do the same to us? The
real beauty and force and advantage of
the Golden Rule lie in our attitude toward
it. Its efficacy is in itself and in what
prompts us to practice it.
Just to follow the Golden Rule because
there is "gold in it," would be much the
same as being honest because it is the
"best policy." Neither impulse would
rate high among the things considered admirable. T o follow the Golden Rule because it charts the inherently right course
in our dealings with our fellows and because we wish to be and to do right, is in
the highest degree commendable. But to
follow it merely or chiefly because "there's
gold in it" is—well, not something we
would care to boast about. The greatest
profit which comes from living the Golden
Rule cannot be set down in dollars and
cents.

An expert has figured it out that the
electrical energy developed by five million
persons, all talking at once, would keep
just one incandescent light going. That
helps to understanding of how little illumination comes from most conversations.
—Manchester Union.

" O Lord, thou art my God; I will exalt
thee, I will praise thy name: for thou hast
done wonderful things: thy counsels of
old are faithfulness and truth."—Isa. 25:1.

There
of—that
pel, and
—Philip

are two things we should beware
we never be ashamed of the Gosthat we never be a shame to it.
Henry.

"The earth mourneth, and fadeth away;
the world languisheth, and fadeth away;
the haughty people of the earth do languish."—Isa. 24:4.
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J T WAS just a few days before Christmas. In the cities folks had been preparing for weeks but out in the little mining camp at Wently, in Northern Colorado,
no one ever even thought of Christmas. It
was just the same to them as any other
day. Even Sunday was just like all other
days.
That night when the men had gathered
in the little frame hotel they started arguing as to which was the bravest. Jeffrey
Smon declared he was because he said he'd
robbed seven trains and four stage coaches
in the past year. Joe Ellins said he'd shot
five bears and a buffalo. Then Zeke
Farver, who up to this time had been a listener, declared that he was so brave that
he wasn't afraid to die any minute and then
holding his revolver before him he pulled
the trigger.
The report sounded through the little
frame shack and the men shuddered. Zeke
laid as if lifeless for a few moments and
the men dragged him back into a corner of
the room.
No sooner had they put him there until
he opened his eyes and in a pitiful voice
he said "My God, men, I'm dying. I'll go to
hell. Can't something be done?"
One of the men suggested sending for a
doctor but Zeke above his groans exclaimed,
"I don't want a doctor. I want a minister.
Has no one here a Bible ? I'm going to die,
men, I'm going to die and I'm not ready."
The men gazed at each other until finally one said, "Sure and you know that no
one here has a Bible. This here ain't a place
for those kind of fellows."
A tall manly lad, clad in tattered rags,
was standing by and watching the scene
until he couldn't endure it any more and
then he slipped to a remote corner of the
room and there sitting with his face in his
hands he sobbed bitterly.
An Irishman noticed the lad, walked up
to him and touched him lightly on the shoulder. "My lad, what can your trouble be?
Ain't you used to this kind of life? Come
on and tell me your troubles. I'm old
enough to be your father anyway."
The lad reached in his coat and pulled
out a little pocket Bible and held it as he
said, "This my mother gave to me before
I ran away. She said if I ever threw it
away I could know I was throwing her
heart away too. I tried to get rid of it
several times but always the last look on
my mother's face comes back to me. I've
been gone three years now. Ran away at
eighteen. Dad was a minister and too
strict I thought but God only knows what
I've suffered and how I long to be back
again."
The Irishman had listened eagerly. As
the two men were silent they heard Zeke
moan again, "If only I hadn't done it. Men
I'm a coward. I don't want to die. I'm not
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ready to die. Not ready yet."
Then the Irishman nodded to the boy
"Give him the Bible, lad, maybe it will help
him."
"But, but, the men will laugh."
"I'll attend to that my lad."
So rising from the floor, with his Bible
in his hand, Ned walked over to the dying
man.
"Here's a Bible," he said.
The man grabbed it from his hands, "A
Bible, sure enough it's a Bible. Now where's
that verse? The one my mother used to
read to me. Wish I could remember it."
He leafed and leafed but in his haste and
dying moments he could not find the verse
and tossing the Bible aside he said, "I'm
getting weak. You hunt it lad. I'm dying
and I'm not ready to die."
Ned gazed at the dying man and said, "I
know a verse that was on a motto that hung
in my room at home. Many a time I laid
in bed and it seemed to stare at me."
"What was it lad, what was it?"
"Well, it was about being saved. By
Grace are ye saved . . . . "
"That's it, that's it—saved thru faith,"
and the dying man laid back on the floor
as the lad tried to finish the verse.
"Saved through Faith, and that not of
yourselves—,"
Yes sir. Not of yourselves it's the Gift
of God. Gift of God. My mother often repeated that verse to me, my lad. That's
the verse I meant. Say it again, my boy,
say it again."
"By grace are ye saved through faith
and that not of yourselves it is the the gift
of God."
"It's wonderful boys to think that God
will save a poor wretch like me. It takes
faith boys but I believe He'll do it. He
says He'll do it. He said He wouldn't cast
anyone out that would come. My mother
told me that."
The dying man was silent and the men
stared at each other.
Finally the dying man said, "Good-by
boys, I'm going. Going Home. I don't deserve it boys, but I'm saved. Saved thru
Faith. But listen boys, don't, don't wait as
long as I did. Let Him save you now so—
you—can serve Him. Goodnight boys, go-od
—night."
The men all stood around the corpse,
each waiting for the other to speak first.
Finally Ned, as if moved by some unseen
power, summoned all his courage and with
a voice somewhat shaken said, "Boy's let's
pray."
Ned Elbert was the minister's son that
ran away from home. To his surprise the
men all knelt down with him. No sooner
had they reached the floor until Ned poured

out his heart to God, and prayed that God
would save him from his sins.
Soon the Irishman started to pray and
plead for mercy and then somewhere in the
room another voice was heard, and then
another, until the little frame shack was
changed to a place of prayer instead of a
gambling den. Men that hadn't prayed for
years, some that had never prayed, even
the hotel keeper himself—all of them pleaded now for mercy.
It was sad to think that one man had to
give his life to move the hearts of the
others and yet he will only know how much
his death accomplished when he meets the
others over there in the Glory Land.
Surely God is able to save to the uttermost all that call upon Him and many of
those men claimed Him as their Saviour before they left the room.
Ned had only a few dollars to his name,
but with that and an earnest determination
to reach home he started for the east. Almost two weeks passed before he finally
reached home. He had walked much of the
way with now and then a long ride from
some traveler who had mercy on the lad,
believed his story and gave him a few
dollars to help him along.
It was nearly midnight when Ned strolled
up the path to his home. A little lamp
burned in the window of his room. He tried
the front door and found it open. Then he
quietly slipped up to his room. He found
everything just as he had left it, except for
the little lamp that burned inside the window. On the chair beside the bed laid a
pair of socks he had thrown there the
morning he left. On the bed post hung
one of his old blue shirts. It has been
hanging there for three long years.
He blew out the lamp and jumped into
bed. "Won't mother be surprised to-morrow morning when she sees I'm home
again? Guess she's tired now so I'll not
wake her."
But the next morning brought sadness
for the boy. He met his father in the library. He gave him a hearty welcome but
he told him that his mother had died three
months before. Her last words were, "Keep
the lamp burning for Ned and if you ever
see him tell him I'm waiting for him over
there."
The house still looked like Christmas but
it didn't seem the same with mother gone.
The Christmas candles and flowers were
setting around but mother's voice and smile
were gone.
Ned stayed at home for several weeks
but then he started out again. However, it
was in a different way that he left home
this time. He went with his father's permission and blessing. He visited the little
missions in the mountains and kept wending his way westward until one night he
found himself in Wently. He observed a
little meeting house on one of the main
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streets and went to see it. He found it
rudely constructed of boards and boxes and
when he entered he saw that one of the
men that was saved in the hotel that night
was leading a prayer service. He heard
several tell how they had been gloriously
saved from sin, heard several tell how they
had been praying for helpers at the mission.
Finally Ned with a smile on his face arose
and told the men how God had blessed him
with joy and had given him an earnest desire to help to rescue wayward souls. He
took up the work at Wently with a determination to burn out for the Master—and
he labored night and day to save men's
souls. Sunday School was organized and
children were taught about God.
Christmas—the birthday of Christ was
taught to youngsters that had never heard
about it before.
In the darkest places we can shine the
brightest.

A CHRISTMAS INCIDENT
twilight was setting in on the
E ARLY
Holy Eve. In the streets of the city
stirred the bustling preparation for the
holiday. The great stores were lighting up,
and crowds of shoppers thronged the sidewalks and stood stamping their feet in the
snow at the crossing, where endless streams
of carriages passed. At a corner where
two such currents met, sat an old man,
propped against a pillar of the elevated
road playing on a squeaky fiddle. His thin
white hair was as white as the snow that
fell in great soft flakes on his warm coat,
buttoned tight to keep him warm. His face
was pinched by want and his back was bent.
The tune he played was cracked and old
like himself and it stirred no response in
the passing crowd. The tin cup in his lap
held only a few coppers.
There was a jam of vehicles on the avenue as the rush increased. Among the
crowd was a young woman who stood quietly musing until a quavering note from the
old man's violin found its way into her reverie. She turned inquiringly toward him
and took the forlorn figure, the empty cup,
and the indifferent throng at a glance. A
light kindled in her eyes and a half amused
smile played upon her lips. She stepped
close to the fiddler, touched his shoulder
lightly, and, with a gesture of gentle assurance, took the violin from his hands.
She drew the bow across the strings once
or twice, tightened them, and pondered a
moment. Presently there floated out upon
the evening the familiar strains of "Old
Black Joe," played by the hand of a master. It rose above the noise of the street,
through the rattle and roar of a train passing overhead, through the calls of cabmen
and hucksters it made its way, and where
it went a silence fell.
I. was as if every ear was bent to listen.
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The crossing was clear, but not a foot stirred, and at the sound of the policeman's
whistle the last strains of the tune died
away. It was succeeded by the appealing
notes of "Way Down Upon The Swanee River." Every eye was turned upon the young
player, who stood erect with heightened
color and nodded brightly toward the old
man. Silver coins began to drop in his
cup. Twice she played the tune to the end.
At the repetition of the refrain, "Oh, darkies, how my heart grows weary, Far from
the old folks at home," a man in a widebrimmed hat who had been listening intently, emptied his pockets into the old man's
lap and disappeared in the crowd.
Traffic on street and avenue had ceased.
Not a wheel turned. From street cars and
cabs heads were poked to find out the cause
of the strange hold up. Suddenly there
rose out upon the world the strains of the
hymn, "It Came upon a Midnight Clear,"
and here and there hats came off in the
crowd. Once more the young woman inclined her head toward the old fiddler, and
coins and banknotes were poured into his
cup and into his lap until they could hold
no more. Her eyes were wet with laughing tears as she saw it, and when she played the verse out, she put the violin back
into its owner's hands, and with a low,
"Merry Christmas, friends," was gone.
The policeman awoke and blew his whistle with a sudden blast. Street cars and
cabs started up; business resumed its sway;
the throng passed on, leaving the old man
with his hoard as he gazed upon it with unbelieving eyes. The world moved on once
more, roused from its brief dream. But
the dream left its impress on the busy
throng. Its heart had been touched.
—Christian Monitor.

CHRIST'S DAY IN THE FOREST

December 22, 1930

B R E T H R E N IN CHRIST BIBLE
CONFERENCE—BEULAH
COLLEGE
(Continued from page 7).
Relation to God, His Aim of W o r k , God's
View of Man, View of Sin, nor the way
of Salvation.
WAYS

OF INTERESTING YOUTH
IN M I S S I O N S
(The following points were presented in
discussion of the above topic by Sr. Katie
Smith at the Brethren in Christ Bible Conference held at Beulah College. As the
problem suggested is vitally associated
with the life and work of the church, we
believe that it should receive prayerful
consideration).
A. By teaching and practicing the Bible.
1. In the home and Sunday School.
2. Reveals Christ as the great missionary.
3. Teach giving.
B. By urging the reading of missionary
literature.
1. The Visitor: be faithful to the missionary interests of our own church.
2. Personal correspondence with missionaries at home or through Sunday School, Young People's League, etc.
3. Missionary biographies and stories.
C. By Missionary programs.
1. In the Sunday School.
2. In Young People's meetings.
3. Should be under the direction of
those interested in missions.
D. By missionary meetings.
1. Special sermons by home pastor or
visiting missionaries.
2. Regular periods for study of various fields and their problems.
3. Prayer circles for missionaries attended by both old and young.
D. By personal contacts.
1. Entertain missionaries in the home.
2. By having missionaries relate personal experiences while in the
home.
3. Support of orphan children by families.
E. By making our Bible Schools training schools for missionaries.
1. Aim of Bible Schools should be
that of providing workers.
2. "Pray the young folks through!" .,

(Continued from page 9.)
he cannot forget that her voice sang to his
child until the Great Spirit called her last
night, and the tones were sweet in Maumee's
ears. The heart of Serpent Eye is very heavy
and his bones are weary, for the voice that
he loved is still, and he will never hear it
ringing like the lark's song in the forest when
he and his braves return from the chase.
For long Serpent Eye has hated his white
brothers, and his young men were sharpening
their tomahawks to go out against them with
hate and revenge in their hearts, but that is
all gone now. An Indian hates his enemies,
but he never forgets his friends, and Serpent
Eye has only love in his heart for his white
brother now. It is well. I have spoken, Farewell."
The little party waited on the edge of the
forest until the tall figure disappeared among
the trees; then turning their horses silently
they started across the plain.
"Behold, the Lord maketh the earth
Bernice was the first to speak. Raising her
gray eyes to Doctor Goodwin's face, she said
empty;
and maketh it waste, and turneth
earnestly: "Oh, Doctor Goodwin, how can I
ever thank you for letting me come with you?
it upside down, and scattereth abroad the
I can never forget it!"
inhabitants thereof."—Isa. 24:1.
To her intense surprise, before Doctor Goodwin could reply, Lieutenant Atherton rode to
her side, and raising his hat, said with a
deeply moved expression on his handsome
face: "Miss Bernice, I too must say how glad,
nay, how grateful I am t h a t I was allowed
He that believeth on the Son hath everto be "with you and Doctor Goodwin last
lasting life (John 3:36.)
night there in the forest instead of dancing
in the fort. It all came to me in the beautiful
words of your song what Christmas Day
• # • # - # <& • #
really is to us. To me it will hereafter be a
holy day; not a day for gaiety and frivolity,
but a day to be devoted to His cause, His
Behold, I bring you good tidings of
honor and glory. 'Christ's Day' in deed and
in truth."—Baptist Teacher.
—Sel. great joy (Luke 2:10.)
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The Incarnate Logos
/ ^ H R I S T O L O G Y is the science of
^ " ' Christ. It embraces three successive
periods. First, His pre-existent state, including His pre-carnate activity to Israel
as the Angel of the Covenant; second, His
humiliation, covering the time from birth
to death; and third, His glorification, which
begins with His resurrection and continues
through the eternal future.
The incarnation of the Son of God,
wherein Deity is re-instated in humanity,
is the greatest mystery of the Gospel
(I Tim. 3:16; Matt. 11:27; Col. 2:2.)
While it is the basis of salvation and
the beginning of salvation, it is not in itself sufficient for salvation. In other words
John 3:16 must be supplemented by John
1:12. It is not enough for God to give His
only begotten Son. There must be a personal reception of that Gift by appropriating faith before the experience of salvation can be obtained. A spiritual incarnation must follow the historical (Gal.
4:19.)
"Though Jesus Christ in Bethlehem a thousand times be born,
If He's not born again in thee, thy soul is
still forlorn."

1

There are several noteworthy features
of the incarnation that provoke our wonder and excite our praise.
Its Condescension
It was an act of unspeakable condescension for the Son of God to stoop to
take into union with Himself a nature infinitely lower than His own (Phil. 2:5-8;
Gal. 4:4.) The Westminster standard declares that "Christ's humiliation consisted
in His being born, and that in a low condition, made under the Law, undergoing
the miseries of this life, the wrath of God,
and the cursed death of the Cross; in being buried and continuing under the power
of death for a time."
It is unthinkable that a strong and noble
man could leave his manhood and become
an insect or a worm. Nevertheless the distance between manhood and the lowest
stage of life is not comparable to the space
between the throne of the universe and
the manger in the stable.
It is stated frequently in the Old Testament that God came down. God is always coming down. The incarnation was
a descent from Heaven to earth.
Its Uniqueness
It was the most wonderful event that
had occurred since time began. It was not
an unheard-of thing that man should be
deified. Some of the Roman emperors, by
decree of the Senate, were placed among
the gods. That God should become man
was foreign to the dream of the poet and
the thought of the philosopher. As the
heavens are higher than the earth, the
thoughts of God are higher than the
thoughts of men. The natural and the

By Rev. F. W.

Farr

supernatural blend so imperceptibly that
it is hard to tell where one ends and the
other begins. Minerva was fabled to have
sprung full-grown from the brain of Jove,
but God's Son came through the gates of
life as other men came, with this exception: He was the only one to be virginborn. "Conceived of the Holy Ghost;
born of the virgin Mary."
Its Perpetuity
His earthly life was brief, but His incarnation is perpetual. He came not to the
earth to abide; He only tabernacled among
us. "The Dayspring from on high hath

IT M U S T B E T O L D
'Tis a sweet and tender story.
How the Father from above
Looked down on His erring children.
With the pitying eyes o[ love;
Flow He sent His
well-beloved,
Forgiveness to unfold;
That sweet and tender story,
O Christian, must be told.
'Tis the very same old story
That has warm'd the cold world's heart
Thro' the centuries that have vanished,
But its charm can ne'er depart;
There are souls that have not heard it.
Some hearts so strangely cold;
To these, O [alt'ring Christian,
The story must be told.
Say you not that un-availing
Seem the words you try to speak;
Trust the Holy Spirit's unction.
It shall strengthen what is weak.
Go forth to do His biding;
The truth shall make you bold;
Tho' few shall heed your story.
That story must be told.

visited us." W h e n His work was done,
He returned to Heaven.
There is a Man at God's right hand today, moreover, a young man, only thirtythree and a half years old. Since His departure from the earth, Stephen, Paul, and
John have seen His localized human body.
He must retain His humanity to be qualified as our representative and intercessor
before God. Otherwise how could He act
as a priest touched by the feeling of our
infirmities and present our needs before the
Father? Our human nature was not temporarily assumed. He can no more lay
aside His humanity than we can lay aside
ours.

Its Revelation
Man needs God revealed to him and .in
him. At first the Saviour needed a witness
like John the Baptist to declare His identity
until He should be revealed in transfiguration and resurrection.
If there is a personal God, He must desire fellowship, and in order to fellowship,
He must make Himself known. This is of
the essence of personality. Creation, history, and providence only partially reveal
Him. In Christ the revelation is perfect
and glorious. This must have been to the
spirit world as well as to mankind. The
phrase, "appeared unto the angels," in
I Timothy 3:16, according to the same
probable interpretation, means that He became visible to the angels in a glory and
brightness before unknown to them.
It was a revelation of Divine love that
established a new communion and involved a new creation. Since the advent
of sin, the bond of union between Heaven
and earth had been broken. Then the
Son of God appeared in the flesh, and an
atonement which could not proceed from
the creature is brought about by the Creator. By the sending of His Son God
created a new member of the human family. The W o r d became flesh that flesh
might be conformed to the Word.—The
Alliance Weekly.
•^$t
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"SHALL N E V E R DIE"
W h e n Rufus Choate, the distinguished
American statesman, took ship for England in search of health, a friend said to
him, "I feel sure that your health will be
restored, and that you will be living and
at your work ten years from now." "Living ten years from now!" said the great
lawyer. "I shall be living a thousand years
from now." In a few days Mr. Choate was
dead, but in the sense in which he used
the words he did not die.
"He that believeth on me, though he die,
yet shall he live; and whosoever liveth and
believeth on me shall never die" (John
11:25, 26.)—A. C. Crews, in Westminster
Teacher.

THE BEST INVESTMENT
The big Bonanza gold mine had four
owners who during five years realized fifty
million dollars from their operations. One
took his pile, lived extravagantly, lost all,
and committed suicide. The second sold
out, lost his money, died a pauper, and
was buried at public expense. The third
held tight to his money, but he became
nervous and died in a lunatic asylum. The
fourth spent all his share, went to work
with his hands again, and saved his health.
It would have paid these men to have
invested every dollar in the hidden treasure of Christ's
kingdom.—Selected.
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A Missionary Christmas Box

If!

U A R L Y in November, the members of
~
the S. O. D. H. Club met in their regular session. This club was composed of
fifteen bright, happy young ladies, all members of the same Sunday School class, and
all working girls, with very little time for
social life. The club was organized as an
inducement to the girls to leave occasionally the busy cares of the day and get together for a social evening. Since these
young ladies were deft with their needles,
the club soon turned into a Fancy Work
Society. The merry chatter of the girls
was heard as they bent over their work.
On the evening in question, Ethelyne
said, "Girls, how would you like for us to
be missionaries this year? W e have
worked for ourselves for a long while."
"Be missionaries? How? W h a t do you
mean?" responded a chorus of voices.
"Tell us what is on your mind."
"Well," said Ethelyne, "Dad got a letter the other day from the District Superintendent in Western Kansas. You know
Dad used to preach on that District. It
seems that times are awfully hard out
there. T h e farmers have not had even a
partial crop for the past three years. Nearly all the churches are calling their preachers away from that field, and our own
church will have to call in her preachers
unless they can secure relief at once. I
thought perhaps we girls could help a little by sending a Christmas box to some
family."
The girls received this plan with great
enthusiasm, and unanimously agreed that
it would be great fun to be missionaries.
"Now, this must be an unusual missionary box," said Fern. "I've read about
barrels and boxes that contained merely
old castoff clothing, and that were an insult to those receiving them. Let us make
a rule that nothing shall go into this one
that we would not want to wear ourselves."
"That is a good idea," said Gladys, "for
the things would have to be unusually good
for Fern to consent to wear them."
"I have a suggestion," said Ruth. "Let's
write to a preacher and find out just what
he needs."
This suggestion met with hearty approval. The secretary was authorized to
write at once to the District Superintendent
for the name of a needy preacher, and
then to the preacher for the desired information.
"I hope they have a little girl," said
Ethel. "If they have, I want to dress the
doll."
The girls spent the evening making plans
for their missionary box, they adjourned
to await the coming of the letter. T w o
weeks later they again met with eager expectancy.

By Edith P. Long

"Yes," said the secretary, "the letter
has come. Our preacher's name is Rev.
Bramwell. He has a wife, two boys,
twelve and seven years of age, and two
girls, nine and three years. He says they
are really in desperate circumstances and
that there is scarcely a thing we could
think of that they do not need. I asked
him to give us the size of clothing that
each member of the family wears, and this
he has done. They need bedding and table
linen and clothes and everything. And,
girls, he says if we should want to send a
Christmas present to the baby, would we
send a little set of dishes?"
"Of course the child shall have the dishes," said Fern. "Ethelyne, let's you and I
buy them and get the best set there is in
town."
"Oh," said Alice, "let's get them all
Christmas presents, and have them all done
up in tissue paper and ribbons just as
though we were sending a Christmas box
home to our folks."
Thus the plans went on—plans which
bade fair to give one preacher's family a
great Christmas. During the two weeks
that followed, the S. O. D. H. girls were
very busy and very happy as they spent
their spare time in sewing and in visiting
the most attractive shops. How God did
bless that little missionary treasury, and
also the girls' pocket books. It seemed that
the story of the widow's oil was repeated,
and that the treasury held an endless supply of money.
Finally the day came when the box must
be packed and started for the W e s t if it
was to arrive in time for Christmas. Again
the girls met—this time loaded down with
their donations. There was the loveliest
table linen, fit for the most aristocratic
table. There were blankets and comforts,
stockings for the whole family, warm woolen socks for the preacher, clothing for all,
including a nice black dress and coat for
the minister's wife, and many other things
which would tend toward comfort for the
western people. Then there were the
Christmas packages containing neckties
for the boys, pretty handkerchiefs and
candy and nuts for all, the wonderful set
of dishes—the best to be found—and also
a real baby dolly with all the clothing that
a doll in long dresses could need. Also
there was a great big doll with beautiful
brown curls of real hair for nine year old
Marie.
W i t h a feeling of perfect satisfaction in
the result of their labors, the happy band
of girls watched the boxes as they were
loaded on a wagon and started for the station.
A few days after Christmas another let-

ter was received by the S. O. D. H. Club.
It read as follows:
"DEAR GIRLS: You will never know the
joy which you made possible in this little parsonage. Everything: that you sent is so lovely.
We must confess that we never before saw
a missionary box like this one. We have not,
in a long time, been clothed so well as we are
now. The boxes arrived j u s t a few days
before Christmas. I put away everything
that was tied with ribbon till Christmas day.
We had not supposed we would have Christmas here this year. The baby had been longing for some little dishes; and when she saw
that wonderful set, and besides those, her
darling baby doll, the house was hardly big
enough to contain her. She never lays the
doll down even long enough to eat her meals.
"Marie has been begging us for a long time
to get her a doll for Christmas, but we could
not see where we could spare one penny for
a present for the dear child. She had been
praying every day for a doll. I t almost broke
our heart to have to refuse her. Then to think
that you girls sent her such a beautiful doll,
more lovely than she had ever dreamed of
owning. Girls, we cannot express our thanks.
May God reward you for your sacrifice. We
cannot.
"Your friend forever,
MRS. BRAMWELL."

As the girls listened to the letter, every
eye filled with tears. "Sacrifice? Girls,
we didn't sacrifice did we? Really I don't
see yet where the money came from to
buy those things, but I'm sure it wasn't
through sacrifice — anyhow not on my
part."
"Well," said Etta, "if the parsonage
people had any more joy in receiving the
things than we had in sending them, they
must have been happy folks."
" 'Give and it shall be given unto you,
good measure pressed down and running
over," whispered Gertrude. "Girls, we
gave a little happiness, and we have received it, good measure pressed down and
running over. I for one have found out
how to enjoy Christmas to the fullest extent. I feel like Having a prayer-meeting
right now for the parsonage people in the
west."
The girls dropped on their knees and
poured out their hearts to God in behalf
of those they had learned to love and who
were toiling amid hardships and sacrifices
for their Master. At the same moment the
little family away off in Western Kansas
were kneeling about their fireside, praying
God's richest blessings upon the S. O. D.
H. girls.—The Olivet Vision.

The Lord is longsuffering, and of great
mercy (Num. 14:18.)

All the earth shall be filled with the
glory of the Lord (Num. 14:21.)

He that shall come will come, and will
not tarry (Heb. 10:37.)
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The Supreme Jesus
X j A M E S ! W h a t would the world be
without names—the means to designate individuals, men and women, trees,
flowers, birds, animals, all creation? How
names simplify things for us! How much
easier it makes conversation, writing, reading, for everything, every being, to have a
name.
In the beginning of the world, individuals were usually named to indicate a condition, a circumstance, a hope or expectation on the part of fond parents; while in
later years men were named after heroes
and loved ones. Surnames were also
given in connection with trades, occupations, or characteristics of the individual.
W h e n God sent the confusion of tongues
at Babel and the people spoke in different
languages, names also became different.
For instance, the English "John" is Johanon in Hebrew, Ivan in Russian, Hans in
German, Juan in Spanish, Ian in Scotch,
Giovanni in Italian. Even so, the same
name is different in the Hebrew and the
Greek; for instance, the Hebrew name
Elijah is Elias in the Greek.
CHRIST W A S N O T T H E FIRST T O
BE C A L L E D JESUS. Barabbas, the thief
whom the crowd preferred to be released
—his name was Jesus. There was Jesus
Justus, who was a trusted helper of Paul.
There was Jesus, the father of Elymas, the
sorcerer, who opposed Paul so strenuously
in Cyprus. There was Jesus, the friend of
Josephus; and Jesus Thebi, the Priest; and
Jesus, the peasant, who terrified Jerusalem
with his cries. More than one little Jewish boy bore the name of Jesus. It was not
an uncommon name, and in some countries, such as Italy, you will still find the
name used. It was like Florence—so many
girls were called by that name after Florence Nightingale became the heroine of
the Crimean war.
But let me take you to the Old Testament. There are only two individuals mentioned in the Old Testament who bore the
name of Jesus, the meaning of which is
"Savior." There was Toshua (Joshua, as
we find it in the Old Testament Hebrew,
means the same as Jesus in the Greek of
the N e w Testament. One, indeed, is the
equivalent of the other,) that wonderful
commander of the Lord's hosts who succeeded Moses, led the Children of Israel
across Jordan into the Promised Land,
drove out the Canaanites, and under God's
direction allocated the land to the various
tribes and families. If we were writing
history in the w a y that men wrote English
history, we could call him Joshua, or JESUS T H E FIRST. He was a type and
symbol of Christ.
Further along in history we find another form of the name Joshua in Nehemiah and first Chronicles: Jeshua, the high
priest. The high priest was the highest
authority in a Jewish community. Here, at

C H R I S T W A S N O T T H E F I R S T to be
called " J E S U S "
As a Matter of Fact, in Some Latin Countries Boys are Called by That Name
'*
Even To-day
But the Jesus Who Was Born in a Bethlehem Manger, and Who Died Upon the
Cross to Save Us From Sin, He Is—
THE SUPREME
JESUS
a critical point, he comes into the history
of God's people. The Children of Israel
had been taken away from the Promised
Land by Nebuchadnezzar, and were led
captive into Babylon. The years of their

A N OLD H Y M N
Hark! what mean those holy voices,
Sweetly sounding thro' the skies?
Lo! th' angelic host rejoices;
Heavenly hallelujahs rise.
Hear them tell the wondrous
story,
Hear them chant in hymns of joy:
"Glory in the highest, glory!
Glory be to God most high!''
Peace on earth, good-will from heaven,
Reaching far as man is found;
Souts redeemed, and sins forgiven.
Loud our golden harps shall sound.
Christ is born, the great Anointed;
Heaven and earth his praises sing!
Oh, receive whom God appointed
For your Prophet, Priest, and King!
Haste, ye mortals, to adore him;
Learn his name and taste his joy;
Till in heav'n ye sing before him,
"Glory be to God most high!"
Let us learn the wondrous story,
Of our great Redeemer's birth.
Spread the brightness of his glory,
Till it cover all the earth.

exile were about to close. In our day we
would call them common, ordinary, open
backsliders who were suffering punishment
for their sins. Their guilt was weighing
them down. Their hearts were filled with
longings to return to the homeland, the
Promised Land. At that point of their
experience, when the backslidden people
were longing for home, sweet home, who
is it that organizes them and leads them
back from captivity into the Promised
Land again? T h e high priest, Jeshua.
whom we may call J E S U S T H E SECOND!
Jesus the First, so to speak, led the Children of Israel into the light, into the Prom-

ised Land, into the happy and blessed relationships of the fulfillment of God's
promise to their fathers, which corresponds
to, and represents, our conversion and
Christian experience today.
Jesus the Second led them out of their
backslidden condition, from captivity,
from bondage—Jeshua the high priest,
typical of Christ the high priest, "married
to the backslider."
Both were thus associated with great deliverances, but neither the one nor the
other had given the rest of full salvation
to the people of God. They had only procured for them political freedom and a
land that they could call their own. The
salvation from Egypt and from Babylon
were but types of the great salvation from
sin which was to come through the Son of
God.
Let me now follow down into the N e w
Testament, to the S U P R E M E JESUS—
the Greatest of them all—He who was not
a type of some one to come, but who was
the fulfillment of that promise in Genesis
3:15—"And I will put enmity between thee
and the woman, and between thy seed and
her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou
shalt bruise his heel."
Would I be lacking in reverence if I
were to say that He was J E S U S T H E
T H I R D ? He was man, born of woman,
and, at the same time, very God. The
Lamb without spot and without b l e m i s h God's own dear Son sent down from
Heaven. H e was God's W o r d come true,
the Living Savior.
That name meant a new dispensation,
the opening of a new method and a new
plan of God's dealing with His people. In
the Old Testament there was the sacred
promise, "I will be with you. I will be
round and about you as the mountains are
round and about Jerusalem." T h a t promise was illustrative of God's method of
working and dealing with His people. He
surrounded them with light and love and
power. The thought was to work from the
outside into their hearts, to influence them
through their leaders.
-4 In .the wilderness God led His people by
a pillar of cloud by day and a pillar of
fire by night. He kept sounding it in their
ears and impressing it upon their minds
that He was their God and they were His
people, assuring them that if they would
keep His commandments His presence
would be with them. It may not sound
well to say that the method or plan failed.
It is true there were mighty men under the
dispensation of the Father, or of the Law,
but the carnal nature, with its selfishness,
with its inbred sin, kept falling down. T h e y
seemed to be habitual and constitutional
backsliders.
But God, in His great plan for the blessing of the world, devised a new method,
a new plan. In that stable at Bethlehem a
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new day dawned. The greatest event in
history occurred. God went farther than
He had done at any other time from the
foundation of the world, by sending His
own Son into the world to redeem it.
In the story of Jesus' birth the manger
aspect is emphasized—the Babe born in
a stable. Not an uncommon thing, I
suppose, in those days of much travel and
limited accommodation in the khans, to use
the stable for lodgings. Even in America,
during my over forty years of travel, I
have often come to a hotel that was full;
especially in small communities it i s a
common custom' to get a cot out in the
hallway, or to send the overflow guest elsewhere to be accommodated. The fact was
emphasized that "there was no room in
the inn"—that Mary and Joseph had to be
accommodated in the stable, and that the
Babe was born in the manger. But the
striking thing was not the stable or the
manger, though it speaks of the marvelous
condescension of the great Creator to have
His Son translated from the glories arid
riches of Heaven to the poverty and humiliation of earth—beautiful, humble, wonderful. The striking thing was what the
angel said to Joseph, '.'THOU S H A L T
CALL H I S N A M E JESUS."
Great names in history have had large
meanings, have stood for high ideals and
principles, but here is a name that means
more than any other name in history because it not only means' "a Savior" but
carries with it saving grace. The word
"save" is a wonderful thing—to save a
building from burning, a child from drowning, or a person from injury or pain; it is
all wonderful. One of the great meanings
back of this name is that Jesus, the Savior,
came "To save His people from their sins."
S A V I N G F R O M SIN CALLS F O R
T H E HIGHEST AND
GREATEST
P O W E R . Sin is so tenacious. It has become so much a part of human nature that
it is the most difficult thing to extract and
to remove, and we know of no other name
given under Heaven by which men may
be saved but by the name of Jesus.
There is great power in the name of
father or mother or sister, but His name,
the name of Jesus, is the only one that has
the power to make the bad good and to
make the good better; or, as the little child
prayed, " O God, make the bad people
good and the good people nice!" That
name has been healing the breach between
God and man, and for 2,000 years has been
curing the sickness of human nature. It
still, works as a charm. W h e r e there is
sin, sorrow, a broken heart, a wounded
spirit, sickness, a death bed, the name of
Jesus still has power to comfort.
There is no phase of human life that the
influence of that name has not touched.
There is nothing which the influence of
that name has not hallowed and glorified.
The most common things of earth have a
higher and holier meaning than they ever
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had before, or ever could have had, without the name of Jesus. Virtue has flowed
out of Him into everything He has touched.
W e read of the days of serfdom and
slavery in the middle ages. Labor was
ennobled when He took His place in the
carpenter's shop. Womanhood has become more sacred and elevated since
Christ lay in His mother's arms. Penitence has become more holy since Mary
Magdalene fell at His feet to wash them
with her tears and wipe them with the
hairs of her head. Sorrow has become
sanctified and more heavenly since the
Man of Sorrows wept bitter tears and
cried out in agony of His bloody sweat,
and since He suffered on Calvary. Even
death has seemed to change its character
since He died and rose again. T h e grave
has become a less fearful thing because He
lay under the linen napkin and shroud in
the rocky tomb. The very Cross, that accursed Tree, the symbol of shame, has
been transfigured into an emblem that is
dearest to the Christian's heart and that
is holiest in the Christian's faith.
Just take your Bible and look up the
stories and quotations that speak of the
power of this name such as, " T o them
gave He power to become the sons of
God, even to them that believe on His
name." Read of the apostles, "In the name
of Jesus of Nazareth I say unto thee arise."
You will see that not only things, but persons, have been changed by contact with
Jesus. Sinners have become saints; fishermen, apostles; and publicans, disciples.
The persecuting, blaspheming Saul became the wonderful Apostle Paul.
Narrowing it down from the mass to
the individual, what does that name mean
to every true child of God. W h a t does
it mean to- you at this Christmas season?
W h a t does Christmas mean to you—the
most blessed day in the year? The birthday of our Savior! W h a t an honor to
be born on that day!
Day of days! W h a t does it mean to
you? W h a t influences wrap themselves
about your heart at this Christmas season?
M a y we at this Christmastide get a fresh
revelation of the meaning of that name of
Jesus to ourselves and to the circle in
which we move.—W. A. M c Intyre, in

War Cry.

if s£ -# •# -#
It is only "by faith" that Christ dwells
in your heart now.—R.
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His Name shall be called
(Isa. 9:6.)

Wonderful

\0. ^t £t jf. .£
He (Jesus) is the propitiation for our
sins (I John 2:2.)
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SPARKS FROM
DIFFERENT ANVILS
By S. G. Engle
A T C H R I S T M A S play, and make good
cheer
For Christmas comes but once a year.
—Tusser.
W h o builds a church to God, and not to
fame,
Will never mark the marble with his name.
—Pope.
o
•
Good conduct is a good argument for
that which is wrong.
o
'*
A coward often dies, a brave man but
once.
•
o
Suicide opens the grave for the proud,
and is a criminal confession.
In argument go with your fellowman the
second mile.
Wherever God erects a house of prayer,
The devil always builds a chapel there,
And 'twill be found upon examination,
The latter will have the largest congregation.
—Defoe.
o
Some men, like dogs, bite to accomplish
their ends, only to have life end with a
bite.
o
As our coming here was a pleasure at
birth, so should our going out be at death.
Rich men often die in a hovel, and poor
men at death move into a mansion.
People say I am as God made me, but
many are a great deal worse, (spoiled by
sin.)
Experience is a very fine school, but
its tuition is more than most can pay.
Much of earth's fame, disappears when
the paper it is written on, is destroyed.

•4- **• - # • #
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O N L Y TWO CHOICES
Said an old salt to a young apprentice:
"Aboard a man o' war, my lad, there's
only two choices. One's duty! t'other's
mutiny." T h e same is true in all our relations with God. Jesus put it plainly
when He said: "He that is not with me
is against me."—Otterbein
Teacher.
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Names and Addresses
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES

h a s her f u r l o u g h .
S h e w i l l probably g o
Mtshabezi a f t e r C h r i s t m a s .

Africa

to

India

Elder and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, Mrs. Salli« K. Doner,
Eider and Mrs. Charles F. Eshelman, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, Sputh Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. 0 . Winger, Miss Mary Heisey,
Miss Martha Kauffman, Elder and Mrs. Cecil I.
Cullen, M i s s Mary B r e n a m a n , Mrs. N a o m i
Lady, M t s h a b e z i Mission, P r i v a t e B a g , B u l a w a y o , S. Rhodesia, S o u t h Africa.
Elder R. H. Mann, Mrs. Grace Steigerwald, Wanezi
Mission, Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
Elder and Mrs. H. J. Frey, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Winger, Miss Ruth Taylor, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Anna Engle,
Mrs. L o i s F r e y , S i k a l o n g o M i s s i o n , Choma,
N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
L o i s i s h e l p i n g a t S i k a l o n g o w h i l e Sr. E n g l e

Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry, Dist. Bhagalpur, India. Elder
and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles
Engle, Miss Ruth E. Byer, Miss Anna M. Steckley.
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry„ Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder
and Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Miss B. Ella Gayman.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. Katie B. Smith, 496 First Ave., Upland, Cal.
Miss Beulah Musser, 220 N. E. 4th St., Abilene,
Kansas.
E l d e r and Mrs. L. B. S t e c k l e y , Gormley,
Ont., Canada, c. o. Mrs. Sarah S t e c k l e y .
Elder aiid Mrs. J. L. Myers, Greencastle, Penna.
Elder and Mrs. J. A. C l i m e n h a e a , T h o m a s ,
Oklahoma.
Miss Sadie Book, Ramona, Kansas.
Miss Annie Winger, Delisle, Saskatchewan.
Miss Effie Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, Ohio.

News from India
November 1st, 1930
Saharsa, India
E G R E E T you from North India—
the field of our calling, where by
the grace of God, we are endeavoring to
do our part in carrying out the Great Commission.
There may be those who claim to be
disciples of Christ, of whom it cannot be
said, 'the love of Christ impels them to enter upon such a vocation'; and that somewhere, somehow, they are joyfully carrying out the last and Great Command of
our Lord, but I feel confident that the few
missionaries in this district, are joyfully engaged in their task. The love of Christ
constraineth.
W e are united in our
prayers, our hopes, our aims, and our
heart's greatest longing—a harvest of souls.
"Oh for a faith that will not shrink, tho
pressed by every foe." W e need this kind
of faith to believe God for the salvation
of these heathen about us.
W e have just been studying about the
characters, Simeon, and Anna, in our S.
S. lesson, and what new inspiration it brot
to our hearts to keep on believing and
trusting God. N o doubt the oppression of
those days created within them an overwhelming desire to see the day of spiritual
deliverance for their people, and when
their eyes actually beheld the Christ, they
were fully satisfied, their faith rewarded.
W e are serving Him who changeth not,
and as those of old were rewarded for their
faith, so will H e surely bless us in this
age who trust and believe His promises.
God has been very good to us, and our
people, altho for the past few months
there has been much sickness, and in the
Girls' Orphanage and School were some
cases causing very much anxiety; we thank
God for helping us thru it all, and that thus
far all have recovered. The disease seems
to be something different, and we are puz-

zled to know what it is, but in most cases
the patients run a high temperature for a
fortnight, after which they recover in a
week or so. One of the patients was
taken to a hospital, where she was admitted for treatment, and was examined by
an English doctor, who diagnosed the case

SILENT NIGHT
Silent night! Holy night!
All is calm, all is bright.
Round yon virgin mother and Child!
Holy Infant, so tender and mild.
Sleep in heavenly peace.
Sleep in heavenly peace.
Silent night! Holy
Shepherds quake at
Glories stream from
Heav'nly hosts sing
Christ, the Saviour,
Christ, the Saviour,

night!
the sight!
heaven afar,
alleluia.
is born!
is born!

Silent night! Holy night!
Son of God loves pure light
Radiant beams from thy holy face.
With the dawn of redeeming grace,
Jesus, Lord, at thy birth,
]esus Lord, at thy birth.
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months of fever. God has surely answered prayer on her behalf, and it is a pleasure to hear her sweet voice, little songs,
and comical speeches, once more, after so
many weeks of lying silently in her bed.
All the girls were so happy, to hear her
talk and laugh with them once more, as
she was a special favorite among them.
There are forty girls here at present,
and we are realizing more keenly than
ever the need of more room. How thankful we are for the wonderful donations at
conference for the new school and orphanage. If you could see under what conditions the girls are living at present, you
could easily understand the reason of
our gratefulness for the donations toward
these buildings. W e hope before another
rainy season the buildings will be finished.
The number of day scholars is also on the
increase. These are Hindu girls who do
not board here.
W e are all eagerly looking forward to
our annual Convention, which is to be held
in the near future, and we are now making preparation for it. Our great desire
is, that all will come with spiritually
hungry hearts, and be fully satisfied. W e
are also hoping and praying that the
heathen about us, will come to hear the
messages, and hearing, will decide to accept Christ.
On our last day of prayer, three inquirers were especially remembered. One
is a Mohammedan teacher of religion, well
versed in their scriptures, and even knows
them all by heart. He has been coming
quite regularly to talk with Bro. Dick for
some time, and now confesses that he is
ready to make the plunge. Altho he is
able to support himself, the problem of
finding a suitable place for him is before
us, for his people will not allow him to
mingle with them after he professes to believe in Christ. W e hope that some Mission will be able to take him in, and give
him suitable employment if possible. Another Mohammedan, an elderly and also
wealthy man seems to be a sincere inquirer, and says that he would like to be
a Christian. One of the Indian preachers
at Supaul has been visiting him, and we
are praying that he will truly become converted. Then a well educated Hindu living in Saharsa, often comes to the Mission
in the evening to talk about religion. He
too, seems very sincere, and we are hoping he will have courage to forsake his
home and wealth for Christ's sake.

W e desire your prayers, but more espe. cially for these souls, and most of all for
to be typhoid fever. Whatever kind of
a great awakening among the people, that
fever they have been suffering from, we there may be a glorious harvest of souls
know God is able to undertake for them,
before Jesus comes.
and has helped them thru. One little four
year old girl, Bimola, has had a very seYours in Him,
vere illness, called hala-azar, or black
fever, and is now recovering after two
Anna M. Steckley.
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African Reports
M A C H A MISSION
Oct. 12, 1930
( Q R E E T I N G S . This is Lord's day aft^"*v ernoon. W e have just concluded our
love feast held for three days. W e are
glad to say that God met with us. Bro.
and Sr. Taylor, and daughter Ruth were
here and were a great blessing to the meetings. T h e y left for home about three p.
m. and trie natives have nearly all gone,
so that things seem quiet about the place.
Four precious souls followed their Lord
into the watery grave. W e trust they
have arisen in newness of life. M a y God
bless them. Satan is still working hard,
but we are glad to say that God is also
working, and when and where the battle
is severe, then and there we desire to be
faithful.
A week ago we made a trip to Siachitewa outschool. Heretofore we had always
made this trip by push-bike. This time we
made it by the motor car which the Lord
so kindly gave us. W e went by way of
Kaloma, a distance of about ninety-five
miles. Coming home we came across
country by a shorter, but more difficult
route, a distance of about sixty miles. How
our hearts were stirred as we met many
along the way who are anxious for schools,
but we have no one to send to them. I
know you will join with us in prayer that
God will raise up laborers.
T h e weather is very hot at present; rain
is threatening. All will appreciate the rain
when it comes. Bro. Winger and the boys
are busy building. Among other things
they are making are engine houses to store
the engine and grinder for which you at
home so kindly raised the money. He is
building grain bins in connection with it.
And thus, by preaching, teaching, and
working with our hands, we are striving to
press forward the work of the Lord. I
know you will continue to pray for us,
that we might be but willing instruments
in His hands. May God bless you all.
Most sincerely,
H. J, Frey.
•#

-#

•#

•#

•#

M T S H A B E Z I MISSION
Oct. 20, 1930
T T H I S time our thoughts travel back
to a year ago. Yes, the time had arrived when we must bid farewell to our
loved ones, and start on our journey to the
far-away land of Africa. Only those who
experience this know what it means. W e
also say only those who experience obedience to God's will in coming, know the
joy and satisfaction it brings. W h a t we
then beheld in our imagination is now a
reality. M a n y times did we pray and
ask God to give us a real love for these

people. He has not disappointed us. W e
do enjoy being among them, and now earnestly desire and crave your prayers that
we may be made a blessing to them. W e
realize we have come to a very needy people, but we have a great God. One who
is able to do for us exceeding abundantly
above that which we are able to ask or
think. If we will but pray, great things
can be accomplished.
Expect to commence our revival effort
at this place next Sunday with an outschool teacher in charge. W e are asking
God to visit hearts with conviction, to
prepare the soil for the sowing of the seed
that it might fall into good ground, spring
up and bring forth fruit unto eternal life.
Sorry to say there are still some people
living not far from the mission, who still
follow their superstitious customs. About
two weeks ago a little child, who apparently had fallen into a fire and had badly burned her face, was brought here for
treatment. The question was asked the
father and mother as to how it happened.
Of course they didn't want the missionaries to know what they were doing, and
said that the child was with the mother in
the hut, and, just learning to walk, accidently fell into the fire. Afterward we
were told by other people that this woman
was supposed to have been possessed with
.evil spirits and many people were in the
hut dancing to cast out these spirits. This
woman, was not in the hut at the time.
Just how the child got burned we do not
know, but we are glad for the privilege of
ministering to the needy. At first it was
questionable as to whether the child would
live, but by careful treatment every morning she is getting along nicely now.
Through this experience came the privilege of lifting up Christ to them. Continue to pray for the work in Africa.
Your sister in Christ,
Janie Cullen.

-# -4- & -# -4
CONCORD M I S S I O N A R Y H O M E
Durban, Natal, S. Africa
Oct. 5, 1930
Dear Ones at home, who love Missions,
( Q R E E T I N G S in the name of our Saviour, Christ Jesus, whose commission
"Go ye," heard and obeyed in all parts of
Christendom, still brings a joyous, ready
response from our hearts.
I feel this evening that I am writing to
kindred spirits and therefore shall just
be at home among you.
At present
Brother and Sister Brubaker and I are
spending a week at this place enroute to
Cape T o w n via Johannesburg. W e each
are" much appreciating this period of absolute change from station life. W e thank
God for the opportunity of rest and re-
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laxation, with its consequent upbuilding in
body and spirit. It is indeed refreshing
and inspiring to meet with fellow missionaries here at the Home, representatives of
various nationalities and denominations,
who have one common interest and passion—the extension of Christ's kingdom
among the African race.
Retrospectively to-night, my mind has
been reviewing God's call in my own
heart. It is now nearly seventeen years
since my life was definitely yielded and
dedicated to Him, and about ten years
since His call to foreign work was clearly
understood. After a short four years in
the land to which the Lord brought me,
I find within deepened joy and increased
fervor in His service. The cost has by
no means ceased to be felt, for now it is
known in its reality apart from the glamor
and haze of the distant field. There has
been keen feeling and tender longing, but
never, never a regret that it pleased the
Lord to call and bring me to South Central Africa.
In my letter this evening if I can encourage you who L O V E missions to
deeper consecration to its cause I shall be
happy. This is neither an apology nor
yet an argument for foreign missions, but
an earnest appeal to you, who have heard
God's call, to come away obediently.
Having left Durban with my letter uncompleted, I shall now finish it. As previously said, I am trying neither to apologize nor to argue for foreign missions, but
to urge you to whom the Lord has spoken,
conscientiously to heed, or, to use my
former expression, to come away obediently. As one mingles with other missionaries he hears on every hand the need
of workers. To-day indeed, if man is to
accomplish anything, he must come away
from the allurement, from the temptation
and hindrance all about him. T o each of
us these subtle influences come differently,
but to all is assured a sufficiency of grace.
In the forward progress of missionary
endeavor God's prupose, I feel, is to use
us according to our several ability. Moreover, if we are yielded, He will use us thus;
He will break away hindrances and fit us
into the place or condition where He can
work through us. Some must stay in the
home land and work there for foreign missions, others M U S T come away and give
their services in the thick of the fight.
There are those whose hearts sympathetically throb and respond to the presentation of the need who are never permitted
to go forth. They have caught the vision
and long to help actively on the field, but
God wisely hinders them, that they work
at home, that they pray.
T h e Lord speaks to the hearts of His
children, the giving of the Gospel of Jesus Christ is according to Divine will, the
definite tones of His commission ring out
just as clearly to-day as when uttered nineteen hundred years ago. He has spoken;
have we heard? Are we heeding? As
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God makes plain His will, oh, let us come
away. According to the ability He has
given let us give of our means and ourselves. A live challenge confronts us.
Will we take it in Jesus' name?
Your co-worker in Him,
Anna R. Engle.

FOREIGN HUSSION TREASURER REPORT
November, 1930
Gen. Conf. Pledge
$ 25.00
Manor-Pequea Dist
166.50
Messiah Home S. S., Harrisburg, Pa
150.00
Fairland S. S., Pa
28.75
Abilene Cong., Kans
60.00
Bethel Cong., Kans
60.00
Rosebank S. S., Raraona, Kans
9.21
Valleyview S. S., Chino, Calif
40.00
Chicago Mission, 111
19.28
A Sr., Mt. Joy, Pa
15.00
In His Name, B. Petersburg, Pa
6.00
Chestnut Grove Church, York Co., Pa. S4.34
C. E. Snoke, Orlando, Fla
10.00
Interest from Annuity and Endowment
Funds
115.00
A Sr., Mt. Pleasant Cong., Pa
10.00
Conoy S. S., Donegal Dist., Pa
36.39
Waukee Cong., Iowa
28.00
Abilene Cong., Kans
80.00
Mechanicsburg S. S., Pa
32.21
Carlisle S. S., Pa
81.62
Fox Hollow Cong
8.50
Pleasant Hill Church, Kans
25.59
Norman Rosenberger, Souderton, Pa
1.00
Upland Cong., Calif
175.00
Fairview Cong., Dayton Dist., Ohio
40.00
Sr. Carrie Hoover, Kans
5.00
Sr. Emma Enterline, Elizabethtown, Pa.
3.00
A Sister, Mt. Pleasant Cong., Pa
5.00
A Sister, Florin, Pa
10.00
Valley Chapel Cong., Ohio
8.75
Cross Roads S. S., Donegal D i s t , Pa... 72.10
A Bro., Harrisburg, Pa
_
5.00
A Bro., Mt. Pleasant Cong., Pa
10.00
Gladwin Cong., Mich
6.88
Granville Cong., Granville, Pa
11.00
Fox Hollow Cong., Lycoming Co., Pa...
8.00
$1,302.12
Balance of Nov. 1st
1,120.89
$2,423.01
Expenditures
Printing of Conf. Min. and Hand Book
of Missions, (Foreign Fields)
7.00
$2,416.01
India Special!
Pequea S. S., Pa
$ 27.06
Refton S. S., Pa
6.65
Manor S. S., Pa
28.21
Lancaster S. S., Pa
14.18
Sr. Frickers Class, Lane. S. S., Pa.
(Orphan)
35.00
Upland S. S., Calif. (Medical Work).... 29.52
$ 140.62
Balance of Nov. 1st
_
142.00
$282.62
Africa Special
Manor S. S. (Birthday Offering)
$ 20.26
Upland Cong., Calif. (Medical Work).... 29.51
Friend of Missions
10.00
$ 59.77
Balance of Nov. 1st
10.00
$ 69.77
We thank God for the way the offerings
have been coming in for November, considering the condition in general which effects all
of us, while we still need about $2500 by
January 1st, when the next quarterly maintenance is to be met, we need to pray and present .the matter before the Lord, He who holdeth the wealth of the world in His hands. But
He does work through individuals, through
His children. We are trusting Him to provide our entire need.
Tours for the work in heathen lands,
Graybill Wolgemuth, Treas.

Unto you is born this day in the city of
David a Saviour (Luke 2:11.)

The Lord hath comforted His people
(Is. 52:9.)
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CHRIST A N D T H E C H U R C H
By ]. H.
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P A R T III.
f ( A N D to the angel of the church of
Philadelphia write, These things
sayeth he that is holy, he that is true, he
that hath the key of David, he that openeth and no man shutteth, and no man openeth, I know thy works." The Scripture
from which this is taken, Isa. 22:20-25, indicates a "cutting off of" one and the
"grafting in" of another; Rom. 11:22-26.
These epistles or letters to the churches
are sometimes called "love letters." The
letter to Philadelphia is full of assurance
and confidence, on the part of our Lord,
"Behold I have set before thee an open
door, and no man can shut it for thou hast
a little strength (Neh. 8:19) and hast kept
my word and has not denied my name,"
"Jesus in prayer before the Father (John
17) said of his disciples, I have given unto
them. I have given them thy word, and the
they have received them, and have known
surely that I came out from thee, and they
have believed that thou didst send me. I
pray for them, I pray not for the world,
but for them which thou hast given me
for they are thine, and all mine are thine,
and thine are mine, and I am glorified in
them I have given them thy word, and the
world hath hated them, because they are
not of the world, even as I am not of the
world. Sanctify them through thy truth,
thy word is truth." Peter looking into this
open door of liberty, writes, "Seeing ye
have purified your soiils in obeying the
truth through the Spirit, unto unfeigned
love of the brethren, see that ye love one
another with a pure heart fervently." I Pet.
1:22-25, Jesus also prayed, "I have manifested thy name unto the men which thou
gavest me out of the world, thine they
were and thou gavest them me and they
have kept thy word. I in them, and thou
in me, that they may be made perfect in
one, and that the world may know that
thou hast sent me, and hast loved them as
thou hast loved me. Father I will that
they also whom thou hast given me, be
with me where I am, that they may behold my glory which thou hast given me,
and hast loved them as thou hast loved
me," John 17:6:24.
"Behold I will make them of the synagogue of satan which say they are Jews
and are not, but do lie, behold I will make
them to come and worship before thy feet,
and to know that I have loved thee," Rev.
3:9. The Lord by the mouth of the
prophet Malachi said of those that feared
the Lord, that a book of remembrance was
written before him for them, and they
shall be mine sayeth the Lord of hosts in
that day when I make up my jewels, and I
will spare them as a man spareth his own
son that serveth him, Then shall ye return
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and discern between the righteous
the wicked. Mali. 3:16:18.
"Let Both Grow

and

Together"

Ephesus had labors and patience, also
false apostles. Smyrna abounded in tribulation and poverty, and in persecution,
from satan and blasphemous Jews. Tergamous holdest fast my name and hast not
denied my faith, but hast them that hold
to the doctrine of Balaam, and to the doctrine of the Nicolaitanes.
Thyatira
abounded in good works, but suffered Jezebel to teach and to seduce my servants to
commit fornication, Sardis began well,
but forgot her Lord, lived only in name,
"and many were defiled." Philadelphia hast
kept my word and hast not denied my
name while those of the synagogue of satan are made to worship at thy feet, Psa.
110:1, gathered from Rev. 2 and 3.
"I Also Will Keep

Thee"

It is encouraging to know that God has
"set his heart" upon his people, "who have
made a covenant with him by sacrifice,
Psa. 50:5. These have "kept the word
of his patience," and have been "gathered
together" and now stand by Philadelphia's
"open door," Rev. 3:8, Psa. 110, "Because
thou hast kept the word of my patience I
also will keep thee from the hour of temptation that shall come upon all the world
to try them that dwell upon the earth,"
Rev. 3:10. The conquests of Turkey in
Palestine is seen in Dan. 8:9-12. Her end,
Dan. 11:45, followed by a time of trouble,
Dan. 12:1. T h e late J. R. Zook in his
book, (Our Lord is Coming) gave this
date of conquest as occurring in 637 A. D.
to this add 1290 days (years,) Dan.
12:11, and you have 1927, that is to begin
after 1927, to deliver his people (Hab.
3:9-16; Deut. 32:36-43.) Other Scriptural
dates fixes Jewish favor to begin June,
1928. Seven years are given in which the
"travailing woman," who has fled into the
wilderness, (Gentile protection) may be
heard, while her enraged enemies plot
her destruction. W e reach the end of the
first 1260 days in December, 1931, after
which the storm cloud is due to break in
upon the world, Rev. 12:12-17. "Behold
I come quickly, hold that fast which thou
hast that no man take thy crown, Him that
overcometh will I make a pillar in the
temple of my God, " Rev. 3:11-13.

But thou, Bethlehem Ephratah, though
thou be little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee shall he come forth
unto me that is to be ruler in Israel; whose
goings forth have been from of old, from
everlasting. Micah 5:2.

W i t h God nothing shall be impossible
(Luke 1:37.)
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I U R I N G the last decade or two, very
virulent attacks have been made from
many sides on the narratives in the first
and third Gospels of the Virgin Birth of
Christ. The Virgin Birth of Christ is denied—more than denied, it is scouted. Mr.
Campbell speaks of it as though it were a
kind of sin against the Holy Ghost to believe in it. It is treated as a fable, without
evidence, said to be unimportant, unessential for Christian faith. I agree with
Dr. Morgan that the very opposite is the
case, that it enters very deeply and vitally
into our Christian faith. The truth is—
and I know the literature pretty well—I do
not know any thorough-going believer in
the incarnation of our Lord who does not
believe in the Virgin Birth; I do not know
any single person who denies the Virgin
Birth of Christ who holds, in the full
sense of the word, the incarnation of the
Divine Son, Jesus Christ. All this is a very
clear indication that these two things are
vitally connected. The reason why they
are so we shall see afterwards to be tolerably plain. That, however, is what is said
about the Virgin Birth of Christ. It is
said in our own land, in many of our pulpits. It is said in America, not to speak of
the Continent. It is said in lands beyond
the sea; in India and Japan, even there
these things are being said.
W h a t is the evidence for the Virgin
Birth? I think the evidence—it is not easy
just summing it up in a few minutes—
taken simply as evidence, is very strong.
You have the two Gospels, the only Gospels that narrate the birth of Jesus Christ;
and they relate the story fully, circumstantially, that our Lord Jesus was conceived
of the Holy Ghost by the Virgin Mary.
W i t h regard to these narratives, observe
that they occur in documents which are
genuinely apostolic, they are integral parts
of their respective Gospels, and not later
additions to them, they come down to us
in their integrity, there is no corruption of
any important part of the text about them.
W h y do I say these things about the
Gospel testimony to the Virgin Birth of
Christ? Simply because all the evidence
proclaims it to be so. These Gospels are
apostolic documents. I think it is not very
difficult in general to indicate the lines on
which one is justified in that assertion.
These Gospels were universally accepted
in the ancient Church as genuine apostolic
histories of Jesus. They stand at the head
of all lists of the books of the N e w Testament from the second century down. T h e y
were universally connected by the Church
of that age with the names which they
bore and which they still bear. They were
quoted and used by the Fathers of the
second century just as freely as we use
them ourselves, quoted just in the same
way as we quote them ourselves, as authoritative about Jesus.

Wise :''
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The Virgin Birth of Our Lord

The harmony of the Gospels by Tatian
in the second century, the existence of
which was vigorously denied, but which
has been recently recovered, and the
works of Justin Martyr, Tatian's master,
stand as testimony to the use of the four
Gospels.
Translations were made of the Gospels
into the language of every important country into which the Church had spread—
Latin, Syrian, Egyptian—and these books
were always regarded as apostolic documents. Take the Gospels of Matthew and
Luke. I cannot enter into the critical discussions about them, but these facts may
be cited as lying on the surface. Matthew,
every one admits, is older than the Gospel
of Luke. The Gospel of Luke and the
book of Acts are coming to be recognized
by all impartial minds as the work of Luke,
the companion of Paul.
Professor Harnack, who is a very advanced man in many ways has recently
severed himself from the critical school to
which he belonged, and has published a
powerful vindication of the genuineness of
the third Gospel and Acts as Luke's work.
The Church has always held that, and
Harnack says that tradition is shown to
be right in this. That is one of the currents on the way back.
These Gospels are clearly apostolic documents, they come from the midst of the
apostolic age. Then these chapters are integral parts of these documents. It may
be said, Are they not later additions to
the Gospels? N o . They belong to the
gospels from the very first, and were received as veracious history by the Church
that knew something of the facts from the
very beginning. That also can be established by irrefragable evidence. You, perhaps, know there is more abundant manuscript evidence for the Gospels than exists for any other ancient book in the
world. It is marvelous to compare the
evidence for the Gospels with that for
any other ancient book.
Then there are the translations—versions, we call them—just referred to: Latin, Syrian, Egyptian versions, whole books,
fragments; you can count them by the
hundreds and thousands. You have these
manuscripts and versions, and there is no
single unmutilated manuscript or version
that has not these chapters of Matthew
and Luke in it. They thus stand proved
to be part of the original witness. W h a t
do the critics say to that? How do they
get rid of the evidence? I can tell you
what they do. Take the case of Wellhausen. He published a work on the Gospel of Matthew, "translated and explained." You open it, and what do you find?
It begins with the first verse of the third
chapter of Matthew. W h a t has become
of the first two chapters? There is no note
of explanation, they are simply dropped

out, and the Gospel begins at the third
chapter. The Gospel of Luke, you take it
up, and it begins similarly at the first verse
of chapter three. W h a t has become of
the first two chapters again? They are
simply dropped out, without any word of
explanation.
There is a third book of Wellhausen's,
an Introduction to the first three Gospels.
I thought perhaps there would be some
explanation of the omissions in that* . but
there is not a word. There is a great deal
about Q, a source from which he derives
part of the Gospels, but though I read to
the close there is no explanation. All the
versions and evidences notwithstanding,
without any single explanation these chapters go out, because Wellhausen does not
think they ought to be there. Nevertheless, they are there.
W h a t , lastly, of their integrity? Are
you sure the author really wrote them?
M a y there not be something to be said on
this? In regard to Matthew, that is not
asserted. In regard to Luke, the attempt
has been made to show that there is interpolation, but it is quite a futile attempt.
The manuscripts, versions, and other evidences show that the narratives stand just
as we have them. There are a few various
readings, such as you find anywhere—you
will find them in the margin of the Revised
Version; but a l l ' the essential things are
there, there is no change worth speaking
about. 'Professor Harnack thinks some of
these things will have to be left out, so he
leaves out verses thirty-four and thirtyfive of the first chapter of Luke, and makes
a few other deletions. You remember these
verses give Mary's question, "How can
these things be?" and the angel's answer,
which is the crucial verse. Harnack cuts
these out, and makes a few other changes.
Luke 1:27, where Mary is twice spoken of
as the virgin—that part is left out.
W h e n you have cut out these pieces
the story of the Virgin Birth disappears;
you have simply the promise of a son, the
birth of a natural son, just like the promise
of John the Baptist or Samuel. Harnack's
own words are, "After these few and easy
deletions . . . the narrative is smooth, and
nowhere pre-supposes the Virgin Birth."
Most certainly, and if a few easy deletions
were made in other parts, you might make
the Bible read what you like. T r y that
method with the Ten Commandments.
Leave out the word "not", and it will
make a great difference. W h e n these deletions are made, at least we would expect to find some notice of a marriage of
Joseph and Mary. Professor Usener, in
the "Encyclopaedia Biblica," is equal to
that. If it is easy to leave out it is easy
to put in; so he writes: " W e are in a position to infer with certainty." Whenever
these gentlemen speak of inferring with
certainty, I prick up my ears; I am sure
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it is going to be something extremely doubtful. He says: " W e are in a position to
infer with certainty that after 1:38 there
was originally the statement that Joseph
took Mary to wife, and that she conceived
by him." It is not there, but we can infer
it must once have been there. Can anyone imagine that these changes would ever
have been thought of without the previous
determination to get rid of the Virgin
Birth? After all, though Luke is disposed
of in this way, Matthew still stands.
W e are told by the objectors it does
not matter, there is no use insisting upon
this, because it does not matter much for
Christian faith whether you accept the
Virgin Birth or not. I would enter an
earnest protest against any such statement.
It is a hazardous thing, to begin with, to
say what is and what is not essential, certainly to do so in connection with such a
stupendous event as the bringing into the
world of the First-begotten. The rejection
of the Virgin Birth has seldom gone by itself. Professor A. B. Bruce said that denial of the Virgin Birth is apt to go with
denial of the virgin life. The Incarnation
is felt, by anyone who thinks seriously upon it, to involve miracle in Christ's earthy
origin. The ordinary Christian feels that,
placed in its right setting, it is not only not
a stumbling-block to Christian faith, but
furnishes the very explanation that is needed of Christ's supernatural being. The
ordinary Christian, in reading the Gospels,
feels no incongruity in passing from that
story to the wonderful life that follows, to
the pictures of Christ's wonderful dignity.
The whole is of one piece. The Virgin
Birth is as natural at the beginning of such
an One as the Resurrection is at the end.
You may argue that incarnation and sinlessness were possible without birth from
a virgin. Bring the matter to the test of
fact. Do you know of the existence of
any person naturally born living without
sin? On the .other hand, grant absolute
sinlessness in personality, and must you
not suppose something unique, Divine, supernatural in the origin of such a person?
W h o can fail to see that if Christ was
Virgin Born, truly conceived of the Holy
Ghost of the Virgin Mary, there must necessarily enter a supernatural element into
His Personality? Allow that He was sinless, the W o r d of God Incarnate, there
must have been the most stupendous miracle in the universe in His entrance into
our race. If Christ was born to be the
Divine, redeeming Head of our race, a
miracle was to be expected in His origin.
Without miracle such a Person could never
have been.
I may just say, in passing, that objection
is taken from the fact that you do not
find the narrative of the Virgin Birth in
Mark and John. T h e answer is very simple.
These Gospels do not profess to give you
any account of Christ's birth or infancy
at all. Mark commences with His public
ministry. Suppose you ask Mark, W h a t
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do you mean by the phrase "the Son of
God"? Do you not think he would refer
you to the narrative in Matthew? John
does not tell the history of the human, but
gives the history of the Divine origin, "The
W o r d became flesh, and dwelt among us."
If you were to ask whether the W o r d becoming flesh did not involve miracle in
His origin, who can doubt that John would
have' said, Certainly, there is a most stupendous miracle involved in the W o r d be-

CHRIST IS BORN IN B E T H L E H E M
Hark! the herald angels sing:
Glory to the new-born King;
Peace on earth and mercy mild
God and sinners reconciled!
Joyful all ye nations rise,
Join the triumph of the skies;
With th' angelic host proclaim,
Christ is born in Bethlehem.
Christ by highest heav'n adored;
Christ the everlasting Lord;
Late in time behold him come.
Off-spring of the Virgin's womb.
Veiled in flesh the God-head see;
Hail th' incarnate Deity:
Pleased as Man with men to dwell;
Jesus our Emmanuel!
Hail,
Hail,
Light
Ris'n
Mild
Born
Born
Born
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the heav'n-born Prince of Peace
the Sun of Righteousness!
and life to all he brings,
with healing in his wings.
he lays his glory by,
that man no more may die:
to raise the sons of earth.
to give them second birth.

•
Refrain
O Bethlehem, dear Bethlehem,
Hark how the glad notes ring!
Hosanna in the highest,
Exalt the new-born King!
The angel throng his praise prolong,
Glory to God they sing.
While heav'n and earth proclaim the birth
of Christ, the new-born King!

coming flesh, and he would have taken up
the Gospel of Matthew or of Luke and
said, There you have the story of it.—Rev.
James Orr, D.D. in Evangelical Christian.

That he would grant unto us, that we,
being delivered out of the hand of our
enemies, might serve him without fear,
In holiness and righteousness before him,
all the days of our life. Luke 1:74-75.

Twenty-one

SELF
r

II "'He last enemy destroyed in the believer
is self. It dies hard. It will make any
concessions if allowed to live. Self will
permit the believer to do anything; give
anything, sacrifice anything, suffer anything, go anywhere, take any liberties, bear
any crosses, afflict soul or body to any degree—anything, if it can only live. It will
allow victory over pride, penuriousness
and passion, if not destroyed itself. It
will permit any number of rivals so long as
it can be promised the first place. It will
consent to live in a hovel, in a garret, in
the slums, in far away heathendom, if only
its life can be spared. It will endure any
garb, any fare, any menial service, rather
than die.
But this concession must not be granted.
Self is too great a foe to the child of God.
It is everywhere present. It is the fly that
spoils the ointment, the little fox that spoils
the vine. It provokes God and man, and
its own possessor. It drives to insomnia,
invalidism and insanity. It produces disorder and derangement in the whole physical, mental, and spiritual constitution. It
talks back, excuses and vindicates itself
and never apologizes. It must die!
Dying to self is a poetic expression. It
sounds romantic, heroic, chivalrous, supernatural, saint-like. It is beautiful to read
about, edifying to think about easy to talk
about, entertaining to theorize about, fascinating to write about, refreshing to dream
about. But it is hard to do. There's the
rub. But it must be done. There is no
abiding peace, power or prosperity without it.
W e must die to good deeds and to bad
deeds, to successes and to failures, to superiority and inferiority, to leading and to
following, to exaltation and to humiliation,
to our life work, to our friends, to our
foes, to every manifestation of self and to
self itself. Jesus said, "The hour is come
that the Son of Man should be glorified.
Except a grain of wheat fall into the
ground and die, it abideth alone, but if it
die it bringeth forth much fruit. He that
loveth his life shall lose it, but he that
loseth his life (himself) shall find it. He
that will come after M e let him deny
himself." Christ could not be glorified till
after death. N o r can He be glorified in
His people till self dies. Self lifted up repels. Lifted up with Christ on the cross it
draws. Happy are those who can say
with Paul from a real experience, "Nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth
in me; and the life which I now live in the
flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God,
who loved me, and gave Himself for me."
Sel. by Jessie Thompson.

The Blood of Jesus Christ his Son
cleanseth us from all sin (I.John 1:7.)

j
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When He Comes
H P H E N I G H T is far spent, the day is
at hand." M y soul vibrated for a
moment like a harp. W a s it true? The
night—the long night of the world's groping agony and blind desire—is it all over?
is the day at hand?
Again: "They shall see the Son of man
coming in a cloud with power and great
glory. And when these things begin to
come to pass, then look up, and lift up
your heads, for your redemption draweth
nigh."
Coming! the Son of man really coming!
—coming into this world again, with power and great glory! Will this ever really
happen? will this solid, commonplace earth
ever see it? will those skies brighten and
flash? and will upturned faces in this city
be watching to see Him coming?
So our minister preached, in a solemn
sermon; and for moments, at times, I felt
a thrill of reality in hearing; but as the
well-dressed crowd passed down the
aisles, my neighbor, Mr. Stockton, whispered to me not to forget the meeting of
bank directors on Monday evening, and
Mrs. Goldthwaite poured into my wife's
ear a charge not to forget her party on
Wednesday; and my wife, as she came out
asked me if I observed the extravagant
toilet of Mrs. Pennyman.
"So absurd," she said, "when her income, I know, cannot be half what ours
is! I never think of sending to Paris for
my things; I should look on it as morally
wrong."
I spoke of the sermon. "Yes," said my
wife, "what a good sermon! so solemn! I
wonder that all are not drawn to hear our
rector. W h a t could be more powerful than
such discourses? M y dear, by the way,
don't forget to change Mary's Christmas
gift. Dear me! the Christmas presents
were all so on my mind that I was thinking of them, every now and then, in church,
and that was so wrong of me."
" M y dear," said I, "sometimes it seems
as if our lives were unreal. W e go to
church, and the things we hear are either
true or false. If they are true, what things
they are! For instance, these sermons. If
we are looking for that coming, we ought
to feel and live differently from what we
do. Do we really believe what we hear
in church, or is it a dream?"
"I do believe," said my wife earnestly
(she is a good woman, my wife); "yes, I
do believe; but it is just as you say. Oh,
dear! I feel as if I am very worldly; I
have so many things to think of!" and she
sighed.
So did I, for I knew that I, too, was
very worldly. After a pause I said: "Suppose Christ should really come this Christmas, and it should be authoritatively announced that He would be here to-morrow!"

A Christmas

Story

By Harriet Beecher Stowe
If you knew Christ were coming
row, what then?

to-mor-

"I think," said my wife, "there would be
some embarrassment on the part of our
great men, legislators, and chief councilors,
in anticipation of a personal interview.
Fancy a meeting of city officials to arrange
a reception for the Lord Jesus Christ!"
"Perhaps," said I, "He would refuse all
offers of the rich and great. Perhaps our
fashionable churches would plead for Him
in vain. He would not be in palaces."
"Oh," said my wife, earnestly, "if I
thought our money separated us from Him,
I would give it all—yes, all—might I only
see Him."
She spoke from the bottom of her heart,
and for a moment her face was glorified.
"You will see Him some day," said I,
"and the money that we are willing to
give up at a word will not keep Him from
us."
That evening the thoughts of the waking
hours mirrored themselves in a dream. I
seemed to be out walking in the street, and
to be conscious of a strange, vague something, just declared, of which all were
speaking with a suppressed air of mysterious voices. There was a whispering stillness around. Groups of men stood at the
corners of the streets, and discussed an
impending something with suppressed voices. I heard one say to the other, "Really
coming! W h a t , to-morrow?"
"Yes, to-morrow He will be here."
It was night; the stars were glittering
down««vith a keen and frosty light, and the
shops glistened in their Christmas array;
but the same sense of hushed expectancy
pervaded everything. All seemed so quiet;
and each person looked wistfully on his
neighbor, as if to say, "Have you heard?"
Suddenly, as I walked, an angel form was
with me, gliding softly by my side. Above
the forehead was a pale, tremulous, phosphorescent radiance of light, purer than
any on earth—light of a quality so different from that of the street lamps that my
celestial attendant seemed to move in a
sphere alone. Yet, though I felt awe, I
felt a kind of confiding love as I said,
"Tell me, is it true? Is Christ coming?"
"He is," said the angel; "to-morrow He
will be here."
" W h a t joy!" I cried.
"Is it joy?" said the angel. "Alas! to
many in this city it is only terror. Come
with me."
In a moment I seemed to be standing
with him in a parlor of one of the chief
palaces of the city. A stout, florid, baldheaded man was seated at a table covered

with papers, which he was sorting over
with nervous anxiety, muttering to himself
as he did so. On a sofa lay a sad-looking,
delicate woman, her emaciated hands
clasped over a little book. In all its appointments the room was a witness to
boundless wealth. Gold and silver and
gems and foreign furniture and costly pictures and articles of value — everything
that money could buy—were heaped together; and yet the man himself seemed
to me to have been neither elevated nor
refined by the confluence of these treasures. He seemed nervous and uneasy.
He wiped the sweat from his brow and
spoke: "I don't know, wife, how you feel,
but I do not like the news. I don't understand it. It puts a stop to everything I
know anything about."
" O John!" said the woman, turning to
him a face pale and fervent, "how can you
say so?"
And as she spoke, I could see, breaking
out above her heard a tremulous light like
that above the brow of the angel.
"Well, Mary, it is the truth. I don't
care if I do say it. I don't want to meet—
well, I wish He would put it off. W h a t
does He want with me? I'd be willing to
make over—well, three millions to found a
hospital if He would be satisfied, and let
me go. Yes, I'd give three millions to buy
off from to-morrow."
"Is He not our best Friend?"
"Best Friend!" said the man, with a look
of fright, half of anger. "Mary, you don't
know what you are talking about! You
know I always hated these things. There
is no use in them; in fact, I hate them."
She cast on him a look full of pity. "Can
I not make you see?" she said.
"No, indeed, you can't. W h y , look
here," he added, pointing to the papers,
"here is what stands for millions! To-night
it's mine and to-morrow it will be so much
waste paper; and then what have I left?
D o you think that I can rejoice? I'd give
—yes, the whole—not to have Him come
these hundred years."
She stretched out her thin hand toward
him, but he pushed it back.
"Do you see?" said the angel, solemnly,
"Between him and her there is 'a great
gulf fixed.' They have lived in one house
with the gulf between them for years. She
cannot go to him; he cannot come to her.
To-morrow she will rise to Christ as the
dewdrop to the sun, and he will call to
the mountains and rocks to fall on him—
not because Christ hates him, but because
he hates Christ."
Again the scene was changed. W e stood
together in a little, low attic, lighted by
one small lamp. How poor it was—a
broken chair, a rickety table, a bed in the
corner, where the little ones were cuddling
together for warmth. Poor things! The air
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was so frosty that their breath congealed
on the bedclothes as they talked in soft,
baby voices.
" W h e n mother comes, she will bring us
some supper," they said.
"But I'm so cold," said the little outsider.
"Get in the middle," said the other two,
"and we'll warm you. Mother promised
she would make a fire when she came in,
if that man would pay her."
" W h a t a bad man he is!" said the eldest
boy; "he never pays mother if he can help
it."
Just then the door opened, and a pale,
thin woman came in, laden with packages.
She laid all down, and came to her children's bed, clasping her hands in rapture.
"Joy, joy, children! Oh, joy! Christ is
coming! He will be here 'to-morrow!"
Every little bird in the nest was up, and
the little arms were around the mother's
neck. The children believed at once. They
had heard of the good Jesus; He had been
their mother's only Friend many a cold
and hungry day, and they doubted not
that He was coming.
" O mother, will He take us? He will,
won't He?"
"Yes, my little ones," she said, softly,
smiling to herself. "He will gather the
lambs in His arms, and carry them in His
bosom."
Suddenly again, as by the slide of a
magic lantern, another scene was presented. W e stood in a lonely room, where a
woman was sitting with her head bowed
forward upon her hands. Alone, forsaken,
slandered, she was in bitterness of spirit.
Hard, cruel tongues had spoken her name
with vile assertions, and a thoughtless
world had believed. There had been a
bable of accusations, a crowd to rejoice in
iniquity, and a few to pity. She thought
herself alone, and she spoke: "Judge, O
Lord, for I have walked in my integrity.
I am as a monster to many, but Thou art
my refuge."
In a moment the angel touched her. " M y
sister," he said, "be of good cheer. Christ
will be here to-morrow." She started up
with her hands clasped, her eyes bright,
her whole form dilated, as she seemed to
look into the heavens, and said, with rapture: "Come, Lord, and judge me: for
Thou knowest me altogether. Come, Son
of man: in Thee have I trusted: let me
never be confounded. O for the judgment
seat of Christ!"
Again I stood in a brilliant room full of
luxuries. Three or four fair women were
standing pensively talking with one another. Their apartment was bestrewn with
jewelry, laces, silks, velvets, and every
fanciful elegance of fashion; but they looked troubled.
"This seems to me really awful," said
one, with a suppressed sigh. " W h a t troubles me is, I know so little about it."
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"Yes," said another, "and it puts a stop
to everything. Of what use will these be
to-morrow?"
There was a poor seamstress in the corner of the room, who now spoke. " W e
shall be ever with the Lord," she said.
"I'm sure I don't know what that can
mean," said the first speaker, with a kind
of shudder; "it seems rather fearful."
"Well," said the other, "it seems so sudden—when one never dreamed of such a

Carol of the Angels
By Rev. W. J. Rutledge,

" W H I L E shepherds watchrd
TT flock, by night,"
The angel hastened in his flight
From Heaven's omniscient throne,
With tidings of transcendent graca
For men of every time and place,—
Best tidings ever known!
" F e a r not; to yoa is born this day
la David's town, as Scriptures say,
A Saviour, Christ the Lord;
In stable where the kine repose,
The Babe ye'll find in swaddling clothes, *
The wondering shepherds heard.
Then snddenly a multitude
Of heaven's host, which understood
The motions of God's love.
Caroled His praise in song snblime
Whose cadence swells with passing tin*
All other songs absve:
"Glory to God in highest place,"
Before whom angels veil their face
In deep humility;
"And peace on earth to men good-willed !"-•
Prophetic praise that shepherds filled
With Faith's tranquillity!
0 angels! sing again to men
At common tasks, your glad refrain,
Till gJpry shines around!
We would, tmid life's troubles, hear
Of Him whose advent quiets fear
And maketh joy abound!
Not u w of manger-cradle He,
B>:t of the throne of sovereignty,
>Earth's great redemptive King!—
Come Thou, 0 Christ!—create good will
fas men and nations, and fulfill
The Hope of Peace wi siiuj!

thing—to change all at once from this to
that other life."
"It is enough to be with Him," said the
poor woman. "Oh, I have so longed for
it."
"The great gulf," again said the angel.
Then, again, we stood on the steps of
the church. A band of people were together, and hand in hand they turned their
faces, when the morning light began faintly glowing, and I heard them saying together, with one heart and voice, "Come,
Lord Jesus, come quickly!"
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"NO BOOM FOR THEM I N THE INK"
HERE was always room in Farmer Green's
big heart for Jesus Christ; and a t Christmas time his main thought was of the
blessed One born in Bethlehem of Judea. It was early on the morning of the
twenty-fourth of December when he drove
into the big city market. He had a load of
chickens, ducks, turkeys, fresh eggs, rolls of
butter and sausages. He was to bring home
cranberries, celery, oranges, grapes, etc. And
he bought all these things, stowing them
away carefully in the big sleigh under the
buffalo robes.
Afterward he found something that he had
not been ordered to carry home. At first he
thought this "something" was a bundle of
rags—that Is what it looked like: but presently, when his near-sighted eyes got a closer
view, he discovered two little flaxen heads,
two little tear-stained faces.
Old Becky a t the stall laughed softly. "They
came here early this morning," she said, "I'd
just got the fire in my charcoal stove made
and was getting some coffee ready. They
were almost starved, poor things! and blue
with cold. I gave 'em some hot coffee and
some rolls. Afterwards they dropped asleep
right there where you can see 'em. 'Taint
very warm for 'em this cold morning: but I
suppose it's no colder here than 'tis at their
home."
"Where is their home? Do you know,
Becky?" '
"No, I don't know! all I know is that they
was hungry an' I fed 'em. Likely they live in
the slums."
"No room for them in the inn."
The words came into Farmer's Green's mind.
And to-morrow would be Christmas. He
could not pass by these little ones sleeping
the sleep of utter weariness. They surely
were classed with the "least of these," and,
as there was "room in his heart for Jesus,"
there was room also for them. He had some
other errands to do, so he hurried on, after
saying to Becky,
"If they wake up before I return, have
them wait for me; I want to talk to them."
They were wide awake when he came back
a half hour later, and presently they were
tucked away in the big sleigh under the buffalo robes on their way to the slums. Their
home was a little dismal back room in a large
tenement; their mother was a sweet-faced,
sad-looking young widow. She had been sewing in a sweat shop: but she was now too
weak and ill to work. She was altogether
discouraged: but at the sight of the genialfaced farmer there crept into her heart a ray
of hope .
As for F a r m e r Green there was something
in the young widow's face t h a t touched him
deeply. His only daughter. Mary Louise, who
had married and died a year later, had looked
like her. The big brown eyes with their long
curling lashes were strangely similar to Mary
Louise's, so was the heavy coil of bronzy
brown hair, with the tiny waves about the
white forehead.
They had a ten minute talk together, durfng which time Farmer Green seemed to have
taken a heavy cold; for he kept wiping his
nose and eyes. At last F a r m e r Green arose.
"I must be going," he said, "and I want you
all to -go with me and spend Christmas with
mother and me at the old home place in the
country."
The young widow looked a t the old man in
a bewildered way.
"Come my dear girl," he urged, "wrap up
and we'll start."
The little ones (whose ages were about six
and eight) began to coax, their little faces
already bright a t the thought of going with
the good man, who had been so kind to them.
"Come, mamma, let's go."
"But," said the young widow to Farmer
Green, "you wouldn't want us to visit you,
we aren't fit; look at our clothes!"
"Never mind your clothes. I want you j u s t
as you are, and so will mother."
An hour later the sleigh drew up in front
of Farmer Green's, and he ran in to "break
the way"—as he expressed it.
"Mother," said he, cheerily, "I've brought
company, 'strangers' t h a t I'm sure you'll keep
over Christmastide for His sake. And, mother, the little woman looks like our dear Mary
Louise. Have your arms ready for her, mother."
The arms were "ready for her" as she entered the big kitchen, and as the stranger
was folded within them, tears rolled down her
cheeks. She had not expected a welcome like
this; to be endured was the most she had
thought of. Notwithstanding all her efforts
to the contrary, she sobbed aloud when the
motherly arms gently led her to a big, softcushioned rocking-chair and brought her a
cup of tea.
"What is it, my dear?" asked Mrs. Green,
with some anxiety.
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"Nothing:, only you are so good; it seems almost as if I'd found my own dear home once
more, and my mother."
"And it seems to me, almost," said Mrs.
Green, affectionately, "as if I'd found my Mary
Louise, you look so much like her."
As the day wore on, the likeness was even
more striking; for the "stranger" was dressed
in a pretty and becoming wrapper that had
once belonged to Mary Louise.
The little ones had seldom before known
what happiness was; but this day they would
never forget. It would glow and sparkle until
their life journey should end. Such a dinner!
Such a supper! Such red apples and snowy,
pop-corn! Such journeyings in the wake of
Farmer Green to see the horses and the cows,
to help to feed the pigs and chickens, and to
gather the eggs! Oh! it was joyful almost
beyond belief!
Christmas! After refreshing sleep in soft,
warm beds, the glad day had come. There
were presents for every one. Then came the
Christmas dinner, which Dilsey, the black
cook, had prepared. The big roast turkey was
delicious, so were all the other good things.
The flush of health was already creeping into
the faces of the guests. It had been sorrow
and hunger and cold that had made them so
pale and weak.
There were games in the evening and there
were apples roasting In the big fireplace in
the sitting room, and there were stories told.
Farmer Green told one, and the young widow
another. Little Raymond, the younger boy.
fell asleep on Farmer Green's lap. It was a
sweet home picture, that brought tears to
the young mother's eyes and stirred the heart
of motherly Mrs. Green.
"If Mary Louise had lived, father might
have been holding his own grandson to-night,"
was her thought; "but God knows best."
"Mamma," said little Carl that night, as he
was going to bed, "how long will we stav
here?"
"Until to-morrow. We were • invited to
spend Christmas, you know."
"How'll we get back?"
"Mr. Green will take us, I think."
"Oh. I don't want to go," he cried. "It's
cold there, and we get so hungry."
"And," put in little Raymond, "It's so beautiful here. Oh, I want to stay."
Their mother tried to comfort them: but
her own heart grew heavy, thinging of the
return to this dismal room in the slums.
"Lord, help me to bear what Thou sendest,"
was the prayer.
But, after all, they did not have to go back.
Mr. and Mrs. Green had a long talk that night
which caused this result:
"I feel as if I'd found a daughter," said
Mrs. Green, "and the poor dear does need
mothering."
"You are j u s t the one to give her what she
needs, then," observed Farmer Green, "and
those little children I can't bear to think of
taking them back, they're so happy here."
"What makes you think of i t ? "
"Mother! Do you mean you're willing to
keep them all here? There are three, you
know; that's quite an addition to our family."
"Yes, I know; b u t if Mary Louise had lived
and had been left a widow with two little
children, we'd be glad to have them all here
wouldn't we?"
"Well, I guess so," rubbing his hands softly together.
"And I think," she continued, "that we
might keep this poor young mother, if she
wants to stay, and her little ones, in memory
of Mary Louise. What do you say?"
"What do I say?" he repeated, huskily, "I
say, God bless you, my dear!"
"And I say, God bless you! You were the
one who picked up these jewels and brought
them home."
It was at the breakfast table next morning
that the question was settled. The guests
were not eating as heartily as they had been,
although there was broiled ham, tender and
juicy, poached eggs, creamed potatoes, fine
buckwheat cakes and maple syrup.
Suddenly F a r m e r Green looked up with a
cheerful smile, and said to the little ones:
"How would you like me for a grandpa?"
This was sufficient to dispel the cloud and
to restore the appetites. In another moment
four little arms were aronud his neck and two
sweet voices were calling "Grandpa! Grandpa!"
"Then you'll have to stay here with me and
mother; ask your mamma what she says."
They asked her; but she could not speak
j u s t then, for very joy; but they read her
answer in her misty, shining eyes, and the
smile on her lips.—Young People's Paper.

He shall be great, and shall be called
the Son of the Highest: and the Lord God
shall give unto him the throne of his father
David. Luke 1:32.
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CHRISTMAS
f ^ H R I S T M A S is the celebration of
— Christ's coming into the world. It is
popularly supposed to mark the day of His
advent, and to be the twenty-fifth of December. But, strange as it may seem, the
year and the day of the year of our Lord's
birth are not certainly known. It is certainly known, however, that the year one
of the Christian era was not the first year
of His life.
According to our received chronology,
Christ's birth was in the seven hundred
and fifthy-third year of the founding of
the city of Rome. From statements in
Josephus we learn that an eclipse of the
moon occurred A. U. C. 750, March 13,
and that Herod, the slayer of infants, died

December 22, 1930

see that no man knows the day or hour,
not even the year of His first coming. The
truth is, Christmas was not celebrated till
two centuries had passed, and not until
the year 430 do we find it a day appointed to be observed. In that year Theodosius II, a Roman Emperor, fixed upon
December 25 and made it the standard
Christmas time. All along, most prominent
in the Christian mind were Christ's death
and resurrection. The time of His birth,
being uncertain, was less thought of.—W.
H. Bates, D.D., in Bible Champion.

FEAR NOT
"Pear not: for, behold, I bring you good
tidings of great joy, which shall be to all
people." (Luke 2:10.)
r

JESUS SHALL REIGN
Jesus shall reign where'er the sun
Does his successive journeys run;
His kingdom stretch from shore to shore.
Till moons shall wax and wane no more.
For him shall endless pray'r be made.
And praises throng to crown his head;
His name, like sweet perfume, shall rise
With ev'ry morning sacrifice;
Blessings abound where'er he reign;
The prisoner leaps to lose his chains.
The weary find eternal rest,
And all the sons of want are blest.
Let ev'ry creature rise and bring
Peculiar honors to our King,
Angels descend with songs again,
And earth repeat the loud Amen.

the same year. From Matthew we learn
that when that murderous edict was executed, Jesus was a year old. So our calendar should commence at least four years
farther back than it does.
If there is uncertainty in regard to the
year, there is no less uncertainty in regard
to the day. Clement of Alexandria puts it
on M a y 20; Browne, in his Ordo Saeculorum, after a careful examination of the time
of Herod's death and other connected
events, conjectures the true date to be December 8. Others after equally careful
examination, have fixed upon April 5. For
a long time the Eastern Church adopted
the sixth of January, and of late some
eminent scholars have put the day in the
month of February. But this is far from
affording sufficient ground for certainty. As
Christ spake of His second coming, that
no man knew the day or hour of it, so we

IP HERE is nothing wherein God may be
so fully known, communicated with,
depended upon, and praised as in His Gospel. Here we see Him as a God of bounty
and endless compassion, humbling Himself
that He might be merciful to His enemies,
that He might Himself bear the punishment
of those injuries which had been done unto
Himself. In the creature He is a God above
us; in the law, He is a God against us; only
in the Gospel, He is "Immanuel," a "God
with us," a God like us, a God for us.
—Bishop Reynolds.

WITHIN CALLING DISTANCE
"I didn't hear you call, mother," said a
boy somewhat sheepishly, as he stood before his mother. "I was in the garage,
but I guess I was so busy working on my
new airplane that I couldn't hear."
Possibly the boy's reason for failing to
respond to his mother's call is the reason
why many do not respond when God calls;
they do not hear. They are so busy with
their business, their ambitions, their material activities and interests that the divine voice does not reach them. " N o , I
do not know that I should like to be a
missionary," said a youth to his pastor.
"I have never felt any compelling call to
give my life in that direction." "Are you
sure you are within calling distance?" was
the disquieting response.
Is there not something in the latter question for us all to think seriously about—Forward.

A little more kindness, a little less creed,
A little more yielding, a little less greed,
A little more laugh, a little less frown,
A little less kicking a man when he's down
A little more "we" and a little less " I "
A little more laugh and a little less cry,
A few more flowers on the pathway of life,
And fewer on graves, at the end of the
strife.
—Edward F. Hess.
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